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ABSTRAcT

The basic project of this study is to determine the major fac-
tors that affect the admission and enrollment of minority studentsat the twelve state universities in Ohio. This study was motivated,
in part, by our recognition of a fairly large discrepancy between
levels of minority student enrollment across the state. Initial re-
search revealed little concrete information on the actual level
minority student enrollment. We found that little work provi
comprehensive and comparative view of all the state universities
been done in the area of minority student recruitment and retention.
This study covers the transitions of each institution during the
period of 1973 - 1976.

To gather the information for this study, members of our research
group visited each of the universities during the first three weeks
of the project period. At this time, we interviewed personnel in
various admissions offices, academic programs, and student support
services at each institution. We were concerned with both those

°programs and'organizations which were designated as predominantly for
minority students, as well as those geared to the needs of all stu-
dents. This enabled us to obtain a firm grasp on the situation con-
fronting the entering student at each university. Follow-ups to the
initial-'data gathering were done via questionnaires sent to many of
the administrators we interviewed.

The study is divided into two major parts. The first part is
composed of summaries of offices, programs, and services related to
the minority recruitment and retention efforts at each university.
These summaries-cover offices of:. Admissions, Finanpial Aid, Affirma-
tive Action, Minority Affairs, Student Affairs, Academic Affairs,
Social and Cultural Activities, Black/Ethnic Studies, and Black/
Ethnic Cultural Centers. The'summaries were compiled from interviews
and questionnaires, as well as\the. reports, catalogues, and other
materials we received from the brfices-, This section of the study
is designed to provide the reader with a comprehensive 11ftk at each
university, as well as_ to provide)a`basis for comparison in the
areas of minority recruitment and 'ti = tention efforts across the state

The second part of th- study s a statistical analysis which
focuses on the relative si e of a number of -factors contri-
buting to levels of minority' stU nt admissions. Initially; we
hoped to gather data an the racial/ethnic breakdown of applications,
admissions, and final enrollees for each fall term, 173 through
1976. The raw data on the number and breakdown of applications
is not recorded by most institutions. Thus, no analysis can be done
on the flow of student applications through the admissions process.
The enrollment data isolated for analysis is the racial/ethnic
breakdown of "main campus, full-time, first-time freshmen" for
each fall term.



We developed a correlation and multiple regression analysis to .

meapure the effect various factors have on the admissions levels of
minority students. The predictor variables that we isolated were:
Cost, Federal Financial Aid, Distance from a Cultural Center, Strengthof Black Studies Programs and Black Cultural Centers, and Strength
of Minority and Special Service Programs. The predictor-variables
were rated on a comparative basis to provide a numerical. index foreach viriable. These ratings were derived from the information
obtained via interviews and questionnaire responses from

personnel.

7 criterion variable used was "main campus, full-time, first-time, b ck freshmen". We used "first-time" freshmen (no transferor fo students) because we wished to isolate the entering class
which is most directly affected by the admissions process and the
attractiveness of the university. Also, we used the figures for
black students because this data represents the overwhelming majority
of minority students, and is the least susceptible to statistical
bias and confusion.

The correlation analysis revealed two clusters of cl'ely inter-
related predictor variables. The first glUster is composed of:.
Distance from a Cultural Cener and Cost. The second cluster is
composed of: Strength of Minority Cultural Programming, Strength
of Minority and Special Services, and Strength of Black Studies
Programs. These two clusters are independently related to the
criterion variable "first-time, black freshmen". The direction
of causation for the first cluster is _fairly clear. Institutions
located near a large cultural center traditionally attract a sub-
stantial number of urban-commuter students.' This creates a situa-
tion (I

of somewhat lower costs due to less demand for on-campus living
and social programming facilities. The direction of causation for
the second cluster of variables is much less clear. It is difficult
to determine whether the strength of programming, tutoring and
counseling services, and Black Studies programs is contingent on
an already existing large minority student population, or whether
it is these services and programs that attract minority students.
Both of theseexplanations seem appropriate given that a large
minority student population tends to encourage the entrance of
more minority students, and given that these services and programs
tend to decrease attrition rates for minority students.

The multipj.e.regression model we constructed was a stepwise
regression an is maximizing the 'improvement in the total variance
accounted for (R4) . We began with a five variable model, using the
predictor varialbles from the two clusters of the correlation analysis.
The best model-developed was a two variable model composed ofDistance
from a Cultural Center and Strength of Minority, and Special Services.
This model came from 33 of 44 possible observations, with an R2 of
.616 and a significance (4 p(.0001. The addition of other.predictor
Variables increased the R by a negligible amount, reinforcing the
clustering effect of the predictor variables.



The statistical analysis suggests that the major factor aninstitution must confront in regard to minority student enrollmentare the institution's physical location and the strength of thetutoring, counseling, and social, academic, and cultural programming
services available to minority students., This suggests that a ruralinstitution can significantly increase its attractiveness to minor-ity students by increasing the strength of these types of programs.There may be some evidence for this in the cases of Ohio Universityand Bowling Green State University. Each of these institutionsrealized a substantial rise in the admissions of minority students;this followed an increased effort to provide services and programsgeared to the backgrounds and experiences of minority students.Conversely, Miami University, which has the lowest level of minoritystudent enrolment of the state universities (2%), has realized littlechange in these levels. Miami also rated significantly below the'mean in the quality of services and programs provided for minoritystudents.

The University of Cincinnati may provide a paradigm for examin-ing an .institution with strong variable ratings in each cluster ofpredictors. This university is located near the center of a largeurban area, and the institution provides a substantial number ofon-campus services and programs geared to the needs of minoritystudents. Also, the Univerbity of Cincinnati has the highest levelof minority student admissions in the state (18.5% in 1976)? whichrepresents an increase of 33% over the period 1973 - 1976.

The qualitative information obtained through interviews andquestionnaires strongly reinforces the priority of predictor variablesin the regression model.' Many administrators placed a great deal-of emphasis on the need for well-organized programs and servicesgeared to minority students. These services are an integral part of
any university's attempt to decrease the attrition rate of minoritystudents. Administrators also noted thate, in many cases, the prob-lem of sustaining a significant level of minority student enrollmentis as much a problem of retention as it is a problem of recruitment.Two other factors deserving considerable attention are the availabil-ity of financial aid funds, and the need for more minority groupmembers in faculty, staff, and administrative positions.
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Introduction

This study grew out of the work of a group of Miami Univer-
sity undergraduates concerning the reasons behind the relatively
small minority student population at Miami. In our discussions
with several Miami administrators. it was suggested that we might
look to the other state universities to see what they had done
in the area of minority student recruitment and retention. In
doing some initial research on this. we found that little infor-
mation had been compiled concerning minority enrollment levels
and programs at the state universities. Several administrators
also voiced the need and desirability of a study which would focus
on the different situations and, programs at each university. Thus,
after some further research and" discussion we prepared a proposal
to do a study of the insitutional characteristics affecting levels
of minority enrollment at the twelve state universities.

The following is a list of the major objectives of this
study.

1.) To gather applications, admissions, and enrollment
figures broken down by racial/ethnic categories for
each of the twelve state universities.

2.) To isolate and determine the major factors affecting
minority student enrollment at each' the universities.

3.) To provide a comprehensive overview of the minority
recruitment and retention efforts at each instiutions.

4-) To highlight outstanding programs and services which
may recommend themselves to other universities through-
our the state.

5.) To facilitate further discussion and communication
between the various.universities in the areas of
minority student recruitment and retention.

The major data gathering for this report was done during the
first six weeks of the project period. During this time members
of our research group travelled to each of the state universities

gather admissions and enrollment data, and to conduct interviews
With personnel in the areas of social and academic services. In
addition to this, questionnaires were sent to many faculty, staff,
and administrators in the areas of student services and programs.
This enabled us to get more detailed and comprehensive information
as to the nature and scope of the programs at each school. The
information obtained from interviews and questionnaires also p-
vided the basis for indexing predictor variables in our statis--
analysis.

For the purposes 'of our statistical analysis, we gathered
admissions and enrollment data for each of the schools over the_
period 1973-1976. We attempted to gather information on the racial/
ethnic breakdown of students applying to each university, but found
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that records of this data were not kept by most universities.
Thus, we collected admissions data on the racial/ethnic break-
down of "main campus, full-time, first-time freshmen" for each
fall term. This data provides the criterion variables for our
correlation and multiple regression analyses.

This study is divided into two major parts. The first part
consists of summaries of various offices and programs related to
the minority student recruitment and retention efforts at eachuniversity. These summaries were compiled from the interviews
and questionnaire responses from various office personnel, as well
as the reports, self-studies, pamphlets, and other materials
provided at our request. The second major.part is the statisticalanalysis. We conducted correlation and multiple regression analysts
to determine the factors contributing to the varying levels of
minority enrollment throughout the state. The findings of both
parts of the study are integrated in the general conclusion section
of this report.

We suggest that the summaries of the offices and programs in
the first part of this report may be read in two ways. The sum-
maries may be read section by section for a comparative view Of
the programs at the twelve state universities. Or, all of the
summaries for a particular university may be read together to
obtain a capsulized view of the situation at .that university.



;ntroduction
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Offices of Admissions

We undertook a two-part investigation of admissions policiesand procedures. First, we gathered raw data on the number of app-
licants, admissions, and enrollees broken down by the racial/ethnic
categories specified by the Department of Health, Education, andWelfare. These figures were to be used as the dependent variables
in our statistical analysis of the factors that affect minority
student enrollment.

The second major objective was to gather all available infor-
mation concerning the implementation of admissions policies and pro-cedures at each university, More specifically, we were concernedwith, (1) the criteria or formula used in determining admission;
(2) the recruitment programs and techniques, employed by each office;(3) the counseling,. guidance, placement, or other related services
available through each office. This enabled us to assess the sig-nificance of these offices in influencing the academic and racial/ethniccomptpition of the student population.

The following summaries have been compiled from material ob-
tained in interviews with admissions personnel at each institution.
This material has been supplemented with information from annual
reports and other varied sources provided to us by the admissions
offices. The summaries are presented as highly condensed capsules
of the overall admissions efforts at the respective universities.

Akron University

ti

Akron Universijy operates under the open enrollment policy
of Ohio; as such, m st Ohio applioants were accepted until 1976,
when residence space became limited. Admission to the residence
halls at Akron U. is primarily contingent upon high school gradepoint averages. Admissions officers consider this indicator to
be the most flexible, and believe that standardized tests are un-
fair to certain types of students. Akron U. attracts the non-
traditional student; the average age of a full time day student is23, for part time evening students it is 27.

The University has officially adopted an "integrationist pol-
icy", wherebSr students are not distinguished by race. In accordance
with this policy, the admissions office has never employed a
special minority recruiter. Rather, they attempt to accomodate



specific needs of minority students along with the needs of all
students. The office runs extensive general recruitment programs,
and publicizes programs fairly well. Application fees may be de-
ferred for students who can demonstrate the financial need.

Dowling Green State University

B.G.S.U. is a residential university. Freshman applicants
are considered on the basis of high schc-. micadsmic record, which
is composed of class rank, cumulative graok point average, stand-
ardized test results, extracurricular activities, and guidance
counselor and teacher recommendations. The standardized test re-
quirements may be fulfilled by either the American College Test
(ACT) or Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) for fall quarter, 1978.
The ACT/SAT is used in making the admission decision and for ac-
ademic advising.

Prior to 1972, Bowling Green had established modified Ad-
mission requirements for minority students which were lower than
those for other applicants. Since 1972, standardized admissior
requirements are practiced for all applicants regardless race.

Currently, there are no minorities on the professional staff
of the Office of Admissions although there have been previously.
Most of the extensive and successful minority student recruitment
at the University is dame by the Student Development Program, which
coordinates its efforts with those of the Office of ,lcimissions.

The University, through the Student Development Program, has
made provisions to waive the $25.00 application fee for the econ-
omically disadvantaged.

Central State University

Central State has a predominantly black student population
(over 90%), although the school is committed to equal educational
opportunities for all persons. Admissions requirements follow
traditional standards; high school graduation or G.E.D. equivalent,
high school records, and ACT scores which are used for counseling
and placement only. AS is common practice, transfer students =1st
have a grade point average oS 2.0 or above to be granted admission.

Operating under the open enrollment policy of the state of
Ohio, Central State grants admission to a substantial number of stu-
dents with ACT composite scores in the lower teens (12-16) . This
factor, coupled with an already massive black student population
which attracts minority students, serves to sustain Central State's
status as the only predominantly black state university in Ohio.

-4-
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University of Cincinnati

At the University of Cincinnati, although each degree
granting college has its own admissions requirements, all appli-
cations for admissions are processed through the central Office
of Admissions. Students apply through the Office of Admissions
for a specific college and are either admitted or referred to the
two-year University College if they are Ohio residents with a
high school diploma or the G.E.D. equivalency. The University
College offers pre-baccalaureate programs designed to transfer into
appropriate baccalaureate colleges as well as terminal career-
'oriented associate degree programs.

Black students are not usually given any special consider-
ation in regard to admissions, but some of the Individual colleges
and departments have independent minority recruitment programs.
A black admissions officer was hired in 1966, and the University
appointed a minority recruiter in 1968 in response to student
pressure. -The staff in the Admissions Office believe that having
a minority recruiter has made a-significant impact on minority en-
rollment. Also, because it is an urban Institution, the University
of Cincinnati is able to draw from a large local minority popula-
tion.

Except for those applicants who rank in the lowest third
of their graduate class, non-residents are admitted to U.C. by
the same standards as are Ohio residents.

Cleveland State University

Cleveland State University processes approximately 2500
applications every year. All high school graduates (or equival-
ents) are accepted and screened; a student with a low class rank,
low test scores, or both is directed into the Student Development
Program. A student -who enters the University under this develop-
mental program agrees to remain under its supervision for the first
four terms at school.

In 1973 Cleveland State University instituted Project Grow;
an extensive, and successful, minority recruitment program. The
program incorporated much personal outreach efforts directed towards
minority high school students, good financial aid programs, counsel-
ing, and much publicity. After some time, the program was met with
opposition from high school counselors, who felt that C.S.U.'s ag-
gressiveness made advising and counseling difficult. Project Grow
was discontinued when minority enrollment rose to the desired level.
The level of minority enrollment has remained fairly stable since
that time.

Presently, Admissions staff believe that they have extracted
the most important features of the Project Grow program and have

-5-
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inco4orated these into their ongoing'efforte to recruit minority
students. Admissions-officers continue to spend a good deallpf
time visiting in-r -city high schools. The general recruitment
efforts, :are focusede.on the'd..itsurrounding counties, and song
commuter areas.

Kent State University

,

Kent State University serves a large-commuter-population., as
it is located very neartto-Cleveland, Akron, and Youngstown.
K.S.U.'s minority student population drifts from six to eight
percent. The Admissions Office has never conducted any special
minority recruitment programs other than for a six-year medical
program which requires a strong "academic background. However,
this Admissions Office does make-a concerted effort to contact,
counsel, and eventually enroll minority' students.

Admission to Kent State is based primarily on grade point
average, and the school attempts to admit all Ohio residents under
Ohio's open enrollment policy. Although ACT scores are required,
they are used primarily for counseling and placement purposes,
except in cases where they may be used for admission into certain
selective areas, such as Architecture, Nursing, Interior Design, etc.

A student with a very low ACT score or-a grade point average
of 2.0 or below is admitted to the University "with warnirig. This
means that' the student is informed of all remedial programs and spec-
ial services; it is not used as a probationary measure. These stu-
dents are also brought to the campus for special advising, counsel-
ing and placement during the orientation program, and receive as-
sistance as it may be needed through the Office of Developmental
Services.

Non-residents are required to submit ACT scores, however the
SAT may be substituted. Transfer students must have a grade point
average of 2.0 or above for admission to the University. Selective'
areas may have a higher grade point average requirement.

Miami University

At Miami University all entering freshmen, with mininal ex-
ceptions, are 'required to live on campus during their first year of
school. Therefore, Miami employs a selective admissions policy to
-guarantee the most ecomonically efficient' use of available dormitory
space. This policy is adequately summed up by this statement from
the 1976-77 handbook: -Admission and priorities for housing will

-6-
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be offered to the best qualified candidates as determined by all
available information for predicting college success." Due tothis

.iationale, an applicant must have credentials which are considerably
higher than average in compikison to those needed for admission
into the other state- supported universities in ohio. Miami Univer-
sity's admission program is very competitive, and an average student
admitted to Miami will Tank in the top /7% of their class and score
between 24 and 25 on the ACT composite.

Miami's selective admissions policy greatly affects the number
of minority students admitted. ,The national average of ACT composite
scores for minority students falls around 19, two to three points
below the.pational average,for white students. From_a purely statist-
ical basis, Miami's admissions process will not select many minority
students. Miami does have a minority recruiter who was appointed
to the staff about two years ago,, and there is a small-scale special
admissions program available to minority and otherwise disadvantaged
students. This is the. Educational Opportunity Program which handles
the admission of approximately 50 minority students each fall term,
and 200 minority students over the standard four year period.* .

The Admissions Office staq notes that the same basic type of
student applies to Miami each year betause of the present homoge -.
mots population. In their opinion, students `are thebest-recruiters,
and this has the effect of attracting other students with similar
backgrounds. Thus, to substantially alter the present composition
of the student population would take a massive and aggressive ad-
missions effort. To this point, there is no evidence of commitment
to such a massive and aggressive minority admissions program.

*For more information see the Office of Minority Affairs -
Miami University, p. 42

Ohio State University

The Ohio State University is an urban, semi-residential school,
located near the center of Columbus.. Actually, the University is
large enough to function as a city within a _city, and size becomes
a significant factor in the admissions process. Ohio State has'an
undergraduate ceiling of approximately 40,000 students. The school
processes approximately 11,000 applications each fall, and tries to
accept around 7000 to maintain full enrollment. The Admissions
Office operates under ;Ohio's open enrollment policy, and requires
ACT scores for counseling and placement only.

The only special consideration minority student applications
receive directly from the Admissions Office is priority on the wait-
ing.list'after regular admissions closes. The rationale behind this
is that minority students normally apply later than non-minority stu-
dents.

-7-
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There are several special admissions programs, at 0.S.U.
that are intended primarily for minority student applications.
These area The Freshman Fdundation Program, The Health Opportun.
ties Program, and The Pre-College Social Development Program.*
These programs are administered by the Office of Minority Aff
in can:untion with the Admissions and Financial Aid -offices. /The---
Office of Minority Affairs also has two special minority recruit-
ers, who coordinate their efforts with the Admissions Office's
recruitment and orientation programs. The work of the Office
of Minority Affairs serves as an aggressive recruitment prograni
for minority students.

-

*For more detailed information see the Office of Minority Affairs
Ohio State University, p. 43

Ohio University

Ohio University, a comprehensive, rural, residential inst i-
tution, experienced enrollment decline from 1971 - 1975. Enroll-
ment, however, has increased again for both 1976 and /977. The
Office of Admissions operates under an. open enrollment policy for
all Ohio high school graduates. Admission of out -of- state. students
'involves selective admission based upon the traditional criteria
of aptitude test, class rank, pattern of high school course work,
and counselor recommendations.

Because of.the 1971 - 1975 enrollment, drop, Ohio University
has developed a very extensive student marketing and recruitment
effort. This effort involves thirty-six different redruitment

.

programs which include high school and two-year college visitations,
representation at college fairs, and eight prospective "Student on
campus" weekend programs.

From 1968 - 1974, the University used minority students as
recruiters, but the positions were cut in 1974 for budget reasons.
From 1974Y - 1977, minority faculty and staff have been used in
minority recruitment efforts, with expenses covered by the Admis-
sions Office. Beginning in August, 1977, a full-time Coordinator
of Minority Student Recruitment was employed to carryout an ex-
tensive and renewed minority student recruitment progrifa.

University of Toledo.

The University of
school, with little or
housing. This enables

Toledo is a predominantly urban commuter
no admissions restrictions to on-campus
the Admissions Office to operate with an

."1



open admissions policy that can accomodate- nearly, every first,-
time freshman applicant who is an Ohio resident. FOr non -resi-
dents,' the minimum requirement for admission is. ustmllp an ACT
composite- score of 19,, or SAT verbal and math scores of.450 each.
These requirements are fairly low and unrestrictive for the vast
majority of applicants. Each person on the Admissicis OffiCe
staff is also a qualified counselor. ACT-scores are combined with
high school transcripts to determine which staff member will be
assigned tothe applicant for guidance and placement purposes.

Although there are no specific admissions officers who han-
dle minority recruitment, the Admissions Office works inconjunc-
tion. with the Office of Minority Affairs to offer more specialized
attention to minority applicants. Also, members of 'the Office. of
Minority Affairs and the Black Faculty Caucus serve both-as
ority recruiters and orientation guides to strengthen the effort
to increase minority enrollment and retention.*.

*For more information see the Office of Minority Affairs,
University of Toledo, p. 44

Wright State University

Wright State University tends to attract non-traditional
as well as traditional high school graduates. There are nOtin-
ority cOunsslors-or recruiters in the Admissions Office, and
the staff claims that there is little Wright State University can
do to increase minority enrollment because Central State and Sin-
clair College gee& to attract the majority of black students, in
the area. In general, the' University's commitment to increasing
minority enrollment appears to be questionable, although admis-
sions standards; are not extremely high..

The Admissions Office operates under the open-enrollment
policy, and requires: ACT scores for placement only. Transfer
students are required to have a grade point average of 2.0 or
above.

4

Youngstown State University

Youngstown Stake University's location attracts.primar.ily
urban commuters. For this reason, the school has no on-campus-
residence constraints in terms of enrollment, and Only requires
that an entering student have completed high school (or equivalent)
previous fb admission. ACT or SAT test scores are also required
for counseling and placement purposes. Non-resident students are

-9-
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normally required to be in the top stwo thirds of their high
school graduating claSs, and transfer students need a minimun
of a' 2.0 grade point averigge'to be considered for admission.
For the vastmajority of applicants, mom of the requtrements
function as restrictive or- selective measures, except for students
seeking admission to the Allied Health programs, the B.S./M.D..
program, or the music program.

The Admissions Office, has minority counselors- on its
staff who coordinate their efforts with the total recruitment
program. The Admissions staff feels that this, along with some
advertising, and word. of mouth publicity will be, successful in
infteasiWg Youngstown State-University's minority student enroll-
ment. This office appears to be fairly concerned and committed,
to raising minority enrollment, and to involvinethe-blaakstid4nt
in the processes of :higher education in general, Ybungstoven State
also offers special" admissions to remedial:' and developmental pro-
grams, These programs enable the somewhat disadvantagdd student
to begin schoo'at his or .her own .academic level, and insures that
individual attention will be given 'to each student.

a

`.

Summary'

3

The information for these smmAaries was obtained from 'two
major source s': (1) materials concerning recruitment and orienta-
tion'policies and special .programs; and (2) .information about, the
recruitment, orientation, and admissions procedures obtained-during
interviews we conducted. with various admissions officers. Using
these materials as a-basis, the objectives for,this section are
two-foAd: (1) -to present any available material pertaini to
minoritY recruitment programs throughout the 'state;. and (2)) to
assess the relative aggressiveness of each institutions effort to
attract minority students.

The assessing of the relative aggressiVeness of admissions and
recruitment programs involves factors which are difficult to mea-
sure precisely, both absolutely and on a relative scale. Each
university is affected by variables peculiar to its location and
history, which' makes comparisons across the board difficult and
sometimes misleading. Nevertheless, it is possible to discuss
factors w .ich could encourage the entrance of minority students,.,
or conve ely, ,factors which could act as deterrents to their
entrance.

One of the dominant factors that must be confronted in the
recruitment of minority students is the easing of the minority
students transition into a- predominantly white livtng situation.



Many' mincrity-students'come from predominantly black home commun-
ities, and this transition ,is the first challenge which confronts
them. Thus, using black faculty and students in the recruitment
and orientation-programs is the first step toward making the uni-
versity an inviting rather than intimidating enVironthent-. Also,
the ,use of black students 'and facu3,ty to visit area high schools
is reported by many admissions personnel to receive a'significant-
ly greater respqpse. Several admissions officers noted that the
use'of,a ,specific minority recrtiter, and the presence of admis-
sions personnel who are members of a minority group had a sig-
nificant influence 'in the recruiting of minority students.

The design. and implementation of programs specifically di-
, reCted at recruiting and retaining minority and economically dis-
adantaged students has-met with considerable success at several
of .the universitites.. The most outstanding example of this is
Ohio State University's-:Freshman Foundation, Pre- College. Social
Development, anthHealth -Opportunity Programs. Other eXamples such
as Cleveland State's "Project Grow", and several program directed.
by the Office of Minority, Affairs at the Univerity of Toledo repre-
sent substantial efforts in the area of minority recruitment." The
Offices of Minority Affairs at both Ohio State an4 the U. Of Toledo
provide centralized and concentrated direction to the minority re
cruitment programs. Sound coordination between Offices of Admissions,
Financial Aid, and other related programs is an essential ingredient
in the recruiting of minority and otherwise disadvantaged students.

Although almost all of the universities had some special pro-
grams or employed some of the 'practices mentioned above, the most
aggressive and comprehensive programs we found were at 0.S.U., O.U.,

and the V. of Toledo. The schools Which appeared
the least aggressive were W.S.U.and Miami. In terms of admissions
requirements and Ohio's open enrollment policy, .all-but one of the
schools admitted students within a somewhat comparable ran'ae. The
exception to this is Miami University which,. as noted earlier, ad-
mits students on the basis of an average ACT score of 24 or 25.
The legitimacy of Miami's seleCtive admissions process was mentioned
as "questionable" by more than one of th( admissions officers we
talked with. From a statisitical standpoint Miami's rigorous use
of ACT scores to select entering 'freshmen'stands as more of a bar-
rier to minority students -who, as a group, average two to three
points lower on the ACT than whites. The-effect of this policy may
be exemplified, in part, by Miami's very small minority student
population (appl7oximately two percent).
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Finahcial Aid /

Introduction

Does financial aid, as administerd by a university, have
a significant effe6t upon freshmen minority enrollment figures?
This is the-question we asked of the-Ohio state universities'
financial aid offices. In searching for an answer, we utilized
the dollars awarded through the lhree federally funded programs,
the Supplemental-Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), the
College - Work Study Program (CWS), and the National Direct Stu-
dent Loan (NDSL). These three programs provided us with a fair-
ly, comprehensive statistical base, which also enabled us to gath-
er clear anduniform information. To supplement our analysis,
we have also collected information on the dollars funelled through
each university by the Ohio Instructional Grant program (OIG). .In
contrast to the,:federal programs that are administered directly
by the respective financial aid offices,- the OIG funds are awarded
by the Student Assistance Office of the Ohio Board of Regents.
Although this represents a somewhat different process, employing
the OIG figures enabled us to develop a more balanced and compre-
hensive picture of the financial aid efforts at each universitx.

After gathering these statistics, we generated an index
(total federal dollars /minority recipient) which allowed us to
correlate the effect that financial aid has on freshmen enrollment.
We were surprised, after running a geries of computer analyses,
to find no significant correlation.1

There are several Ways of explaining this finding. First
of all, it may be the case that the administration of these pro-
grams by each university is relatively the same with differences
in enrollment arising predominatelyfrom other cause's. The na-
ture of these programs could warrant this conclusion'but /this
could not be verified because of insufficient responses from a
majority of the universities to a follow-up questionnaire which
was sent to each office after the initial information had been
gathered.2 This questionnaire addressed the specific procedures
for federal programs at each university.3

Secondly, the manner in which we used this information may
be galled intoquesilon.- It was impossible to -obtainythe finan-
cial aid dollars figures solely for entering freshmen. Therefore,
we utilized the figure for all students who received money re- '

gardless ,of whether they were continuing or first time enrolled
students only. To the extent that these were inter-university
differences in proportional allotments to each class, our-2index
will be misleading. We suspect that such differences are small,
and can probably be disregarded.

Finally, we may have failed to consider aspects of the ad-
ministrAtion of these programs which could effect the student
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more directly; e.g., the deadline set for financial aid appli-
cantsland how strictly each university adheres to.this deadline;
how the university processes the applications (i.e., whethbr
the -office processes the applications individually or by batch
processing once a month, etc.); and how each university provides
information about its programs to the students axe nature of
the i2;:fmation provided. In order to consider e above aspects
of fi ial aid programs we would have had to se rid questionnaires
to the receivers of the federal funds. Due to the restrictions
on confidential financial aid statements, we were unable to do
this.

After due consideration of these problems, we refrain from
making any strong inferences, although some general conclusions
may be drawn. Following this introduction is a section explaining,
the federal programs, the Ohio Instructional Grant, and composite
descriptions of each university. These, we hope, will provide
a useful descriptive background to the financial acid programs at
the universities. After this section, there are some tables of
the figuxes we used from the Fiscal Operations-Report for those
universities that provided them.

. FederallvdRinded Programs

. The monies for the three federally funded programs, the SEOG,
CWS, and NDSL, come from appropriations made by the U.S. Congress.
Each year every university requestion funds through these programs
is required to file a Tri-Part Application. This application in'
cludes a justification for the requested dollars based on the univ-
ersity's history of dispensing financial aid, and the estimated
aggregate need for the prospective year. This requires the univ-
ersity to estimate he number of students who will have financial
.need, and also the amount of need. From this aggregate need, univ-
ersity scholarships and dollars from the BEOG and CIG are subtracted.
This estimated remaining need is the need which must be justified
In the Tri-Part Application. Also, this remaining'need must be
divided into requests for each_ program. The monies from the SEOG
may not exceed one-half of the requested amount, and the other
half must be divided between the CWS and the NDSL. This requires
the university to, estimate the amount of hourly work available for
students through the CWS program. Unfortunately, Congress almost
always under-appropriates funds for these programs, and this often
forces financial aid officers to pad estimates and manipulate var-
ious figures to try and guarantee as much money as possible.

If the federal review board does not feel that the requested
amount, as presented in.the Tri-Part application is justified, the
university may appeal for a regional review of the request.. If
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this appeal fails, a national appeal may be made. This national
appeal board is the final opportunity for a university to obtain
the requested funds, after which the university is forced to-work
with the amount originally appropriated.

The figures we are using for our research are the unduplicated
totals for all.three federal programs at each state university for
the academic years 1973-74 through 1975-76. These figures provide
us' with the average amount received per stu4pnt by racial classifi-
cation and the percentage breakdown of recients by racial class-
ification for each university each year. These figures are taken
from the Institutional Fiscal-Operations Report for the National
Direct Student Loan, .the College Work Study Program, and the Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity Grants for each prospective
'year for each university. We are using these figures because they
provide a statistical base which may be compared across the state
for any university in terms of dollar_ amounts and recipients.
They also are the major support programs at this time.4'

I

/1
The statistical use of this/information and its place in our
statistical analysis can be found an p.

2
Some universities failed to respond at all, others refused to
respond because the questionnaire required too much time to com-
plete adequately, and some universities provided the desired in-
formation without any reservations or problems.

3A copy of this questionnaireccan be found on p. 25-f

4
An example of the Fiscal Operations Report may be found on p. 2
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Ohio Instructional Grant

The Ohio Instructional Grant (OIG) is awarded to Ohio resi-
dents who are enrolled in an eligible Ohio institution of higher
education as full-time undergraduate students. The student must
be "making appropriate progress towards an associate degree or
bachelor's degree "1 and not enrolled in a course of study for the
purpose of entering a religious profession. This program is de-
signed to only supplement existing programs for those students
who are eligible for other financial aid funds. These monies
axe 'awarded by the Student Assistance Office of the Ohio Board
of Reglints, and they are channeled through each eligible insti-
tution.

The OIG figures that we have used are to round out the fi-
nancial aid picture at each of the universities. These figures
include:

1.' The racial/ethnic breakdown by percentages
of students receiving OIG funds at each
institution.

2. The average dollar amount given per student to
each institution.

The academic years for which we are using this information are
1973 -74 through 1975-76. All figures and other information for
the OIG have been taken from the Ohio Instructional Grant Annual
Reports for each af the above years. The 1976-77 figures are not
available as of the date of this report. It should be noted that
the OIG annual reports do not .provide a breakdown that describes
the total dollars funneled through each university broken down_
according to racial/ethnic categories. Accordingly, we can only
note changes that occur in the racial/ethnic breakdown of students
who attend each university without being able to note changes that
occur in the average dollar amount awarded to each racial: classi-
fication. Changes that occur in the average dollar amount awarded
to all students attending a particular university will be noted.

1
Ohio Instructional Grant Annual Report, Ohio Board of Regents,
December, 1976, p. i



The University of Akron

lite University of Akron has several hundred scholarships
available to its students. These funds are awarded on the basis
of academic merit, and then relative need. Of all these awards,
only three or four are specified as for minority students-by the
donor. The scholarship dollars awarded by the Financial Aid office
rose from $240,000 in 1973-4 to $300, 000 in 1976-77. Other than
those Scholarships which are specified for minority students, there
are no special minority student financial aid programs at this
University.

Of those students receiving federal aid, the percentage of
students who were black rose frqm 44.1% to 48.0%. The average
dollar amount blacks received rase 12.4%, from $686.02 to $771.30.
The amount for white students, rose 50.0%, from $613.35 to
$920.80. The total dollars which the school distributed through
these federal programs increased 56.6%, from $490,181. to $767,529.

The OIG monies.that this financial aid office processed have
also increased from $468,338 to $664,281.76. This represents an
increase of approximately 29.0%. The number of OIG recipients has
risen from 1,524 to 2,091, an increase of 27.0%. The percentage
of black recipients rose from 22.6% to 26.8%.

Bowling Green State University

Bowling Green State University has no special financial aid
programs for minority students, but it does have $269,00C set a-
side for persons in the Student Development Program.. This program
awards aid primarily to minority students, and at times offers
tuition assistance on a large scale.

The amount of federal aid which! ,the University has
to-students has shown an increase from $1,178,041. in 193-4 to
$1,598,818 in the academic year 1975-76. During this time, the
percentage of black recipients dropped from 30.6% to 25.1%, while
the percentage of white recipients rose from 67.0% to 72.6%. These
percentages are calculated on the basis of total dollars awarded.
The average dollar amount awarded to black students increased by
$115.42, from $726.09, a percentage increase of 15.9%. The white
recipient percentage increased almost symmetrically at 16.1%.

The OIG dollars have increased from $617,847 to $6811187.,
an increase of 10.3% since 1973-74. The percentage of black, re-
cipients has remained constant at about 25.0%. The average OIG
dollars per student processed by the University has increased
from $308.61 to $313.91.
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Central State University

Central State University has few scholarships of its own
available for students due to the size and nature of the insti-
tution. Therefore, financial aid at this school comes almost
entirely from the federal and state programs. Despite this
factor, the school does have enough funds to meet all' calculated
_reeds, and an extremely high percentage (85%) of the students
receive financial aid. This office has adequate funds available
for the summer terms, and has even returned monies to the govern-
ment for the academic year 1976-77.,

The formula that Central State employs determines eligibility'
by subtracting the BEOG and OIG dollars awarded from the determined
need. If need is not met, the office then. determines eligibility
for the SEOG and matches these funds with a combination of CWS
and NDSL. Thy NDSL is a last resort and is only used if the
student needs are not met by the other programs. Also, Central
State does not operate oh a first come, first served basis. This
office attempts to set realistic dates' for a deadline, taking into
accountlbe amount of paper work involved in processing individual
applications for aid.

The percentage of blacks receiving federal funds-remained
above 97.0% for the years we are studying. During this time
there pas an increase from $1492.09 to $1638.28 and then a de-
crease to $1310.32 for the average amount given per black student
over the three years. The number of recipients dropped from 1378
to 1211 and then rose to 1387 while the total dollar amount re-
ceived from the government decreased from $2,070,107.00 to $1,822,
956.00.

A

Of the OIG recipients who attended Central State, the per- a
tentage who were black remained stable near 96%. The total dollars
received by these recipients rose from $230,216.00 to $293,381.00.

The University of Cincinnati

The U.C. Financial Aid Office determines the eligibility
and need of each applicant that requests financial assistance.
Financial aid is then awarded in a packet containing funds drawn
from some or all of the programs for which the student is eligible.
The office attempts to meet the full determined neeed of each
applicant whenever possible. Also, the scholarships available at
the institution are awarded on the basis of academic merit, and then
relative need.
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The percentage of black students receiving financial aid through
the federal programs remained constant near 42% for the three
year period. The average dollars received by the black recipients
increased from $1102.00 to $1147.23. Overall, the total dollars
awarded had increased from $2,771,912.00 to $3,638,394.00,
an increase of 31.3%. The total number of recipients increased
from 2885 to 3422, an increase of 15.7%. During the same period
the average amount received by a white student increased from
$857.00 to $1000.44, an increase of $16.7%.

The percentage of black OIG recipients attending the Univ-
ersity of Cincinnati increased from 33.9% to 45.6%, .an increase
of 11.7%. This had been accompanied by a 14.4% increase of all
recipients of OIG funds. The total amount of OIG funds at U.C.
increased from $940,106.00 to $1,121,834.87, an increase of 19.3%.
The average dollar amount awarded per student atending U.C. rose
from $320.20 to $333.88.

Cleveland State University

Financial aid at Cleveland State is awarded on the basis of
the number of applications received and dollars availatle for
distribution. This school is able to supply aid to all students
who are eligible on the basis of need. Those students with the
greatest. need after. entitlement grants are awarded are considered
first.

The average dollar amount awarded per black recipient II-
creased from $967.17 to $736.45. The percentage of blacks re-
ceiving this aid rose from 31.2% to 36.0%. The total number of
recipients increased from 1126 to 1362, an increase of 21$. The
total dollar 4.mcunt rose from $955,867.00 to $1,145,585.00, an
increase of 19.8%. The average dtglar amount awarded'to a white
student increased from $800.03 to-$885.56.

The number of OIG recipients attending Cleveland Mate rose
from 1798 to 2068, an increase of 15%. The total dollars pro-
oessed by the University increased from $558,758.00 to $655,717.00,
an increase of. 17.4%. During this time the percentage of recipients
who were black and attending Cleveland State remained stable near 32%.

Kent State University

The Financial. Aid Office at Kent State University does not
distribute scholarships. The Kent State University Foundation
handles all the scholarships that the University awards. All
scholarships that are designated for a specific department are also
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awarded by that department.

This office aims for an equal distribution of funds and
dOes sa within a given framework. of. preferences. The priority
list ist (1) incoming freshmen, f2) graduating seniors, (3).sen-
iorso_juniors, sophomores and freshmen. Again, it was stressed
that the office awards financial aid funds only on the basis of
need. Officers ai this university feel that they do not ,have
adequate funds to work with. The office does' offer financial
aid counseling for those who desire it.

Of those students who received federal funds, the percentage
who were black fell from 34% to 28.2%. The average dollar amount
awarded per black student also fell, from $836.04: to $809.54. At
the same time the number of recipients increased 6.9%. Overall,
there wad percentage increase in the average dollars received
per white'student and per other minority student of 21.6% and
45.4% respectively.

The percentage of those OIG recipients who were black-at
Kent State 'fell from 28.e% to 21.1%. Kent State saw an increase

6.9%. in = white recipients category, from 70.6% to 77.5%.
The' total ber of OIG recipients attending Kent State increased

_ 27%, from to 3502. The total OIG funds increased from
$864,008.00 $1,113,746.00.

Miami University

At Miami University there is no special consideration for
minority students and no special programs from which they can
receive aid. All aid is awarded solely on the basis of need.

This Office of Financial Aid has developed a specific frame-
work under which it provides aid first to returning students who
have received aid in the past, and then to students who are re-
ceiving aid for the first time. In both categories students with
the greatest demonstrated need receive aid first. The equation
Miami uses to determine individual aid begins with the determin-
ation of the need of the student. Funds received by the student
from Miami scholarships, the BEOG and the OIG are then subtracted
from the determined need. A portion of the remaining need is met
with SEOG funds, and these are matched with self-help dollars
which come from the CWS and NDSL programs,

The SEOG program does not always meet 50% of the remaining
.

need, and so the University lowers the percentage of the remaining
need this program will fund, so that all students will receive some
money from the yrogrtm.
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The average amount of federal funds awarded to black stu-
dents fell from $1243.65 to $1002.52, a drop of 19.4%. The per-

centage of black students receiving funds dropped from 13.6% to 8

at this time. The average amount awarded to white students in-
creased from $919.94 to $1019.03, an increase of. 10.8%. During
this time, there was-an increase in the total number of students
receiving federal funds of 678. This increase in the total
number of recipients is marked by the following characteristics
the 'total number of black recipients increased from 138 to 147,

0 while the total number of white recipients increased from 874 to

1536. Theother minority category increased from 6 to 14. Thus,

the percentage changes can be explained by the 'fact that there
occurred a substantial increase in the numb'er of white reciplAnts
while therewas only a slight increase in the number of black
recipients. This shift in the average dollar amount awarded _to
each macial category came at a time .when the funds that Miami
distributed rose from $983,873.00 to $1,729,490.00, an increase

of' 75.8%.

The percen age black recipients of OIG awards dropped'

from 9.7%'to 8. hilethe total amount of dollars increased by

16.2%. The number of .OIG recipients rose by 16.0%. The average

amount received per student' remained constant at just over

$297.000.

Ohio State University

The majority of scholarships Ohio State University has
available are awarded on the basis of academic merit. The Finan-

cial Aid Office also has some scholarships that are awardedron
merit, yet the dollar amount is dependent upon,the need c?if,the

individual.

Federarfunds are awarded on the formula that three-fourths
of the calculated need is offered in the form of a grante'while

the other fourth of the calculated need is either a loan or a

part of the CWS program. This office does offer financial aid

counseling, and also does some recruiting. Officers at this

school believe that they have adequate funds with which to meet

the needs of most students.

There are three predominately minority programs available

which are administered by the Office of Minority Affairs. These

are.: the Freshman Foundation Program, the Health Opportunity

Program, and Developmental EdUcation Program.. These programs

are geaxed toward helping the minority, student financially and

also toward meeting coundeling needs.
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A decrease of `6% occurred in the percen of black

students receivingAfederal aid, going from 26. to 20.8%.
The decrease was aftorhed by the white students receiving
federal aid. The average amount received by black students
increased from $1

'1%1
0.58 to $1118.17, a rise of 10.6%. The in-'

crease in the ave amount received by white students was
26.6%, from $827.77 to $1047.77. The total dollars distrib-
uted by this institution rose 45.5%, from $4,686,451.00 .to
$6,819,581.00.

The percentage of blacks who received OIG awards remained
constant at about 20.0%. The average dollar award increased

$2.71. The total amount of OIG dollars channeled through this
university increased 5.9%. The total percentage of OIG reci-

pients rose 5.0%.
,

Ohio

Ohio University's Financial Aid Office has no specAl
financial pkograms for, minorities. Mr. Robert'O'Neal, Finan-
cial Aid Officer, noted that although' there are no special
programs, because of the equation used to determine need blacks
will tend to he-awarded more money because they tend to come
from lower income brackets.

r

The percentage of Ohio University students who are OIG

recipients increased from 10.9% to 21.5%. There was a decrease

of 2.6% in the total funds this office channeled from $785,753.00

to $764,962.00. The total number of recipients also showed a

slight decrease from 2569 to 2536.

The percentage of black students receiving federal-- finan-

cial aid has 'remained stable at just over 17.0% at this univ-

ersity. Although the percentage is stable, the average dollar
amount awarded per black student' has decreased from $925.40

to $739.86, a marked decrease of 19.0%.' During the given time
period, the average dollar amount awarded per student has in-
creased from $797.12 to $826.04. Simultaneously, the average

dollar amount awarded per-white student has risen $45.69,.a

climb of 5.7%. There was also an increase of federal funds

awarded by Ohio University of 12% from $1,445,975.00.

The University of Toledo

This Financial Aid 9ffice mffers some financial counseling
services and is the only office in the 'state/ to offer a speMial

"Finaheial Aid Night" separate from the Admissions 'Office pro-

grams. Although this office awards fUnds strictly on the basis
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'
of eligibility by need, there is one program designed pre-
dominately for minority applicants, which is administered by
the Off c0 of Minority AZairs. This is the Student Development
Program4 Which has openings for 240 students of which usually
90% -are minorities. This institution has few scholarships to
offer, but the Financial Aid staff feel that they have adequate
funds to meet,student needs.

The federal funds at the University increased 11.4% from.
a $533,755.00. The percentage of black recipients increased from

25.5% to 32.2%. The average dollar amount of awards .for blacks
increased 22.3%, from $453.85 to $555.27. The number.of black
recipients rose from 290to305. There was a decrease of 7.3%
in the total number of students receiving awards, a drop from
1019 to 945. Overall, the average dollar award for students
rose from $523.80 to $629.10, an increase of 20.1%.

.

The percentage of OIG recipients who' are blac4 rose from 28.2%
to 31.7%. The number of OIG recipients attending the University
of*Toledo increased 29.7%. from 1183. The total dollar amount
channeled through the University increased 42.8% from $338,728.00.
The average dollar amount received by a student attending Toledo
rose from $286.33 to $315.28, an `increase of 10.1%.

Wright State University

The financial aid bulletin at Wright-State includeslin-
structions on how to apply for funds and a listing of avAilable
types of aid and relevant information.

The percentage of black recipients increased from 20.6%
to 24.2% for federal funds. The average dollar amount received
by black students decreased 28.5% from $1262.30.to $903.15.
There had also been a decrease for all students, in the average
dollar amount awarded, of 13.3% - a drop from1944.32 to $819.09
The number of recipients increased 17.9%, rising from 1327 to 1564.

The percentage of black students who received OIG funds and
attended Wright State -was 18.9% for the academic year 1973-74,
while in-1974-175 this percentage increased to 65.7%, then dropped
again the following year to 22.2%. This variation is unexplain-
able to us,. is recorded in the OIG Annual Reports forLthe
given years. The total number of recipients increased 37.6%,*
rising from 853 to 1174. The average amount awarded per-student
increased from $297.09 to $322.53



Youngstown State. University

The following is the only information we were able to
obtain re financial aid at Youngstown State. These" figures
were, obta d from the 04ip Inotructio Grant Annual.Reports
for the Years' 1973-74, 1974-75, and 19 -76.

Of the OIG recip dientsattending YoungstoWn there.was an .

increase of 23.2%, from 1505 to 1855. The tStal dollar amount
channeled through the University rose from $449,718.00 to
$587,632.00, an increase of 30.0%. The percentage of black
recipients attend this university increased from 15.5% to
21.5%. The perm tags of white recipients decreased from 83.3%
to 75.8%. The ave amount awarded per student increased from
$298.62 to $316.78.

This section of the ,Financial Aid- report is a.comparlson
of the twelve state universities.1 A genet a overview is pro-
vided to illustrate the distribution of federal funds across the
state of Ohio. The constraints thadothe universities face in
acquiring federal funds do not alla*Ns the freedom , to draw
far-reaching conclusions nor,the freedom to make strong recom-
mendations about Vie future course of federal aid programs at
the 'universities.' Rather, we can only present the amount of
funds that each univetsity makes available to meet the needs
of its student populktion-,. and note any discrepancies between
the level of need and the level of funds available. If there
.appears to ,be a need for increased aid, then the nature of the
process by which funds are awarded to the universities must
be questioned. Although there is some room for individual
financial aid offices to manipulate the overall level of federal
funds that they receive, their funding is primarily contingent
upon the demonstrated need of their students and the amount of
federal funds allocated for distribution by the government.

-

The following is a comparison of the eleven universities,
noting the changes that occured between the fisca; years 1973-74
and 1975-76.)_Shifts in the racial/ethnic distritfition of federal
fund recipients occured at eight of the eleven universities. The
universitift that did not incur changes in the racial/ethnic dist-
ribution were Central State, Cincinnati, and OhioLUniversity.
Vhe changes that occured at Akron, - Cleveland State, Toledo, and
Wright State were increases in the percentage of black recipients

4 with a symmetrical fall in the percentage of white recipients.
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Significant changes have occured in the average dollar
amounts received by students also. Akron, Bowling Green, Cin-

F
cinnati, Ohio State, and, Toledo showed an'incre in the aver-
age-dollar amount received by black students. e six other
universitiess Central State, Cleveland State, Ka t State, Miami,
Ohio University, and Wright State showed a decrease in'the average
do4,11ar amount received by blacks. The above shifts in the average
dollar amounts were accompanied by a somewhat different type of
change in the average dollar amount received by whites. Only
one university, Wright State, saw the average dollar amount
received by whites decline. The other ten universities had the
average dollar amount received by whites inctease.

These changes occured while-ten of the universities realized
an increase in the total'dollar amount distributed dUring the
years analyzed. Central State_realized a' decrease of 9.0% in
the total dollars distributed., Of the remaining ten universities,
Miami had the largest increase in total dollars distributed,'75%.
Wright State had the smallest increase, 2.2%, in the total dollars
distributed. The table that immediately follows this summary
shows the changes in the total dollar amounts distributed at eachfriatittition

As we mentioned above, a more in-depth analysis of this
information was not possible due to the nature of the information
made available to us.- However, two p-othts relevant to minority
student admissions and enrollment may be made. First of all,
if a minority student cannot receive sufficient aid, this may
represent s barrier to their entrance. Secondly, the 'more finan-
cial aid a,school is able to provide, the, more attractive it will
be to minority and economically disadvantaged-students. these
are two significant points that each institution must be aware
of in its effort to recruit and retain minority students.

1We have only eleven schools because Youngstown State did not com-
ply with our requests for their Fiscal Operations Report.,

Zriese constraints are given under the heading of "Federally Funded?
Programs" in the introduction to this section.

3We will deal only with the black and white categories because this
represent the significant amount_of the recipients of federal aid.
For the exact breakdown by racial/ethnic categories see p. 25-a

The percentages for the abbv observations can be found on p. 25-b
51t should be noted that during this period, Central State was in
the process of rebuilding from the tornadO which destroyed a
substantial number of its facilities.
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Percentage Change* in Total Dollars
Distributed by Ohio's State Universities

School 19p-74 1275-76 change

Akron $ 490,181 $ 1,767,529 56.6

B.GZS.U. , 1,178,041 1,598,818 26.0

Central 2,070,107 1,822,956 - 9.07

Cleveland 955,867 1,145,5135 19.8

Cincipnati 2,771,912,1. . .3,638,595 31.3

Kent' 1,418,900 2,084,944 53.1

Miami 983.873 1.729,490 75.8

Ohio State ,686,451 6,819,381 45.5

Ohio Univ. 1,445,975 1,619,867 12.0

Toledo 533,755 594,497 11.4

Wright State 1,253,107. 1,281,054 2.2

Youngstown'
.

Total $ 17,988,169. 23,122,916' 29.5
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41.

Financial Aid Questionnaire

- Sample. Copy

This questionnaire is being sent to the financial aid offices
of all twelve state universities. Thee first set of questions are
open-ended-and will require a detailed answer. Please be as accurate
and-precise as possible. .

1:) 'Explain the process, as fully, and accurately as possible, by
which your office determines the distribution of funds.

,

2.) Does the student receive the%total amount he or she is eligible
for through yoUr financial aid:pr' ? Explain fully.

haig:gram3.) Explain how your office es funds received through these
federal programs: NDSL, SEOG, and CWS. Please explain all policies
on the administering of the eligible funds to students.

4.) Circld one of the following. Do all applicants automatically
receive financial aid information with the application?

yes no

5.) Does your school meet the financial needs of all your students?
yes no

6.) -Does your school meet the f4.nancial needs of your minority
dtudents?

Yes F no

7.) The. publicity for financial aid programs is:

very good good . adequate poor
1 2 3 4

8.) The University's responsiveness
. relation to financial aid is:

very good, gbods
2. 1

fair
3

9.) The University's responsiveness
needs is:

very good good fair poor
1 2 3 4

very poor5
into, minority students

poor
4

very poor
5

all students' financial aid

very poor
5_,

10.) Scholarship dollars are given out on the basif:

IS

,a) financial need only
b) academic merit, then relative need
c) academic merit

If a combination of the -above three, please

42

explain.
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Introduction

Affirmative Action. Offices

4

Affirmative Action is a federally funded program created
to provide a mechanism whereby institutions may direct their
efforts to .comply with equal educational and employment policies.
This also involves the extension of-opportunities in hiring, -

promotion, and tentwe, etc. to groups who have been discrimin--
ated against in the 'past. The duties of these officers'incIude
the coordination of such efforts-as university adherence to
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI, Title IX,
Section 503 of the Veterans Readjustment Assistant Act, Exe.cutive
Orders /1246, 11375, 11141; etc., Ohio Fair Employment Practices
Act, and similar legislation affecting the status of.women, minor-
ity group members, handicapped personal and veterans. ActiTities
of these offices include. policy and program development, handling
internal grievances and investigations by.agencies, recruiting,
advising, data collection, reporting, outreach programs, handling
of Contract' Compliance and Compliance Reviews, work force ysis,
etc.

.

We investigated Affirmative Action offices, at each uni iiy.
for two reasons. First, we hoped to obtain statistics showing he'
numbers and ratios of minority and non-minority'administrators.
faculty, and staff, to see if there is a correlation between, these-
jnnaters and trends in minority enrollment. Aiso, to determine
the nature- of the relationship-of minorsity- personnel to mingrity
studentb. "both quafititatively and .qualitatively, we interviewed
-Affirmative Action officers to. obtain their own tnsights into the
general climate and commitment of the university with respect to
minority persons..

Since the outset of our investigation we encountered many
technical difficulties: in our research. Affirmative Action was'
first implemented at most of the schools in the very early seventies;
as such, much of the data we were looking for has simply not been
recorded for the.years we are concerned with in this study. Often
Affirmative Action officers stepped -into situations in which data
had been poorly recorded and organized, and so had to spend. some
years developing and maintaining a more comprehensive system of records.
The greatest problem we encountered .was that, in cases where these .

records havelpien kept, they are not available in comparable form
from school to school. For example, job categories are not similarly
defined at each school, and 6o no satisfactory analysis can be'
done on these.numbers. The information most accessible and easy
to work with were the-EEO-6 employment forms each school must file
with the Department of Hegith, Education, and Welfare, but even these .
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job categories varied at different schools.

-Apart. from statistical problems we found- that, because the na-
ture of 'Affirmative Action 'offices and programs is complex and ex-
tensive, it is not possible to de-gelop a clear understanding of the
problems and successes of these offices Without a more detailed and
-comprehensive study., It is alWo a complicated matter tly4ssess
university -commitment. to Affirmative Action priorities without a
More elaborate investigation, and it is difficult to compare the
activities-of:offices which must be understood within the Context
of conditions relative to the specific school that the office niap-
Iesents. We have made no attempt- either to rate or evaluate these.
'offices, or thk universities in this relipect. What-we have done.is
to highlight -. tht results of our interviewing. We have not.-attemMpted
any statistical. analysis due to the inconsj:stencies and the lack of
any meaningful raw data, and our findings remain generally inconciu
sive regarding the impact of.Affirmative Action .on the recruitment
of minority -students.

, In cases where we had substantial information available t o .

us, we have included basic lists of so* of the programs implemented
at the individual,offices, but for theJdost part we havedeleted
references to the programs and philorsophies of these offices. We'
do not have enough information in this area,-and consider that a
general description-df the nature of4Affirmative'Action programs.
as 'described earlier, is adequate for a study of this type. There-
fore, what follows are reports based mostly upon interviews. Blank .

spaces in both the budget chart at the end af-this section and the
summaries that follow the report's for the--individual schools indi-
cate areas in which that particular information was not available.
Kent. State and Ohio State have not been included in this section.
We encountered difficulties with the information from these schools
which could not be resolved by the time-this Study was printed.

These reports generally include references to the history of
the Affirmative Action programs, and budgetary and. personnel
information, as well as the officers' comments regarding the racial
proportions of faculty and administrators at *he various institu-
tions. Also 'included are the officers' observations concerning
their respective university's general commitment to minority Stud-
ents, and, comments on the nature of the specific commullity's response
to its minority students. Finally, certain officers hdive offered
critical observations on the nature of the relationship of minority
faculty 'and administrators to minority students.

1.
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Akron University - Mr. Ric Neal, Director of Affirmative Action

Mr. Neal has Meld -ht sition as firmative Action Officer
for the past four years..4 notes the organiiation of the
office, since 1973, has =fined relatively unchanged, although
the responsibility for implementation of EEO/AA mandates has in-.

creased considerably. It is Mr. Neal's opinion that although the
level of consciousness at the University of Akron has been raised,
Affirmative Action has been integrated into the basic operation
of the University with no special priority. He labels the climate
of the University as basically conservative, and while he would not
label University practices as discriminating, he thinks that there
is more that can be.done to help the minority student at this
school. He considers.hirinepromotionitenure/Salary procedures to
be basically fair for most personb, and 'further reflects that the
University community's overallreceptivity to minority students
is about average.

We learned from Mr. Neal that the Univ*i.sity of Akron has
an integrationist poliny ", whereby the administration has chosen
not to distinguish programs or activities by racial categories.
Operationally, this.means that in certain ance s minority needs
are somewhat overlooked, or neglected, as such as cultural
programming,,etc. Mr. Neal noted that mo campus events do not
tend to attract audiences which reflect the radial proportions of
the student body.

Office instituted in .

Staff size . , . . .

Reports to
Budget . . . . . . .

1970
1 ft officer, 1 pt officer, secretary
President
1973: unavailable
1974:
1975: 10,00060
1976: 33,000.00

A

Bowling Green State University - Mr. Myron Chenault, Director
of Affirmative Action-

Chenault thinks that Bowling Green is extremely committed
to 'increasing minority enrollment, and to upgrading the, educational
facilities for minority students in general.. This is evidenced by
the high quality and success of the Student Development and recruit-
ment prqgrams.

There are not many black faculty members at BGSU. One reason
the administration has offered for this in the past has been the
lack of qualified minority group members with Ph.D.'s, although Mr.
Chanault feels that this situation ,is undergoing constructive change.
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In comparison with the faculty situation, 'there are a number of
.black administrators at BGSU; there are approximately ten in the
ripper level of the administration. -Some of these are in positions
related to minority-oriented _programs.such as the Student Develop-

.ment program, and have made significant impact on the minority
recruitment programs. &

Mr.. Chena.ult is satisfied with his budget, and believes that,
while there are individual exceptions, the University as a whole
is committed to Affirmative Action.

Office instituted in .

Staff size
Reports to
Budget

..... 2
t staff members
ce:President of Resource Planning

1913: unavailable
1974: unavailable_
1975: unavailable
19760;6,000.00 operating budget

(does not include salaries)

Central State University - Mr. Fred J. Mabra, Sr., Director of
Personnel Office, Affirmative, Action Officer

Basically, Affirmative Action prepents no problem at CentrAl
State because this university is predominantly att-endpd by-black
students, and the majority of the faculty,.administrative staff,
and supportive staff are black. The 'Uniprsity has experienced only
one discrithination-grievancer in 1973.

Mr. Mabra states that the hiring4romction/tenureisalary practices
at Central State University are fair for all persons. This 1:s evidencOd .

by his estimate that 15% o± the upper management and 33% of the fddulty
is white. These percentages have tended to increase in recent years.

Office instituted in . . 1971
Staff size - One officer handles Affirmative Action

as part of the overall Personnel Office
responsibilities.

Reports to . President
Budget ..... Budget '[.1.1(mrporated into the overall

budget of the Personnel Office.

Cleveland State University -4s. Annette Power Johnson, Affirmative
nation Officer

Ms. Johnson has held this position since 1974 She thinks that,
since 1974, proper hiring procedures have been adhered to throughout
the University for the mcst part. The biggest problem this office
faces is an overload of work - especially now that the' office must
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deal with Title IX anlehabilitation Act duties. Ms. Johnson
thinks that even if her budget were higher, it is impossible todo an adequate job without an increase in staff.

Regarding University commitment,'Ms. Johnson believes that
Affirmative Action priorities are respected by most departments
and administrators,, although there are individual exceptions.

Ms. Johnson also offered.critiaal insight into the relation-
ship of minority faculty and administrators to minority students:

"Minority faculty and administrators are important to minority
students in ways students do not even realip. Major decisions atmost universities are made by older white mdles with little ,kmowledgeof or sensitivity to minorities. Institutions are built and programs
,established with little thoUght of minorities. At many critical
points minorities have little or no input in decision making. Unlessthere are minority administrators and faculty present in more thantoken numbers, minority students' needs will be overlooked. Thereis no question that minority faculty and administrators are helpfulin one situations .and as role models. Minority students
coming from segregated-high schools may have the hardest adjust-
menis.".

Office instituted in .

Staff size

Reports to
Budget

c.
A.

e

1972
1 ft officer, 1 pt assistant, 1 secre-
tary, work-study students
President
1973: 38,849.00
1974: 44,150.00
1975: 48,440.07 4_

1976: 52,831.50

University of Cincinnati - Ms. Marilym,Hepner, Affirmative Action
Officer

AffirmMtive Action at U.C. is a part of the Office of Univer-..
sity Commitment.and Human Resources. The office is extensive in
seope, and has a comparatively large budget. Some of the listed
services include:

5.)

Staff training and personnel development
Reviewing and improving balancei in the utilization of
women and minorities
Creating the Identification Resource Base: a data index
for women, minorities, and the general community
Seminars stressing opportunities in higher education for
women and minorities, and seminars on Affirmative Action
compliance and career mobility
Support of short term seminars and programs at the University
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Since around 1970, it appears that the University has put
considerable effort into maintaining positive Affirmative Action
priorities. Ms. Helmer is satisfied with the school's monetary
and attitudinal commitment, although she thinks that minority
enrollment has increased at a faster pace than minority hiring.
Also, there are few minorities in upper administrative positions.

Ma. 14pner noted that minority faculty and administrators
have a strong impact on minority students as role models and coun-
selorl., and she believes that they quite definitely influence the
enrollment and retention oPthese students.

Office instituted in-' . . 1973
Staff size . ... 7 ft and pt combined, including secretarial,

Reports to'. . . . .

udget\\ti.
.. . gistd=rs

(breakdown of ft pt unavailable)-

1973: unavailable
1974: unavailable
1975: 1100,000.00
1976: 120,000.00 w_

Miami University - Mr. Michael Montgomery, Director of Affirmative Action

This office was instituted in.1972, but had na full time officer
until 1975. The budget figures are the, lowest of those we haye been
able to obtain from Affirmative Action offices (figures for Bowling
Green are incomplete). Mr. Montgomery believes that an increase
in budget, staff, and space is essential to the successful function-
ing of his office. He considers' the University's monetary and
attitudinal commitment to Affirmative Action priorities to be very
weak, and although he thinks that promotion/tenure/Salary procedures
are fair with respect to minorities, Mr. Montgomery labeled Miami's
hiring practices as unfair to minorities. Miami has the lowest num-
ber of black faculty of all the state supported schools; there were
seven in 1976, a dearease frodAtwelve-in 1972. It appears that, in
general, Miami University takes a fairly passive stand on progressive
hiring.

Miami recently completed a self-stUdy on the status of women
and minorities within the University. In surveys and testimonies
to the self-study committee, many faculty members and students ex-
pressed concern about the lack of minorities and women in visible or
influential positions on caml4us. As one faculty member put its_

'I do not believe that the various departments of the Univ-
sity encouraged (with' the necessary financial backing) to
conduct searches far qualified women and minority group
members. .The "old boy" network is still funTtpning, and I
sometimes think that the search committees are - unwitting accom-
-in an elaborate charade.' "1



Mr. Montgomery agreed -with these sentiments. In a written survey
he told Us:

"The appearance of minority faculty and administrators to
both minority students and non-minority students should be
an essential part of the academic growth of university life.
The misconceptions that non-minority. students have about the
academic skills of a minority person are emphasized by the
small numbers of minority faculty and administrators. The
lack of significant role models for the minority student to
have through an exposure to recalcitramtly low numbers of
minority faculty and staff is disheartening at best and fu-
turistically damaging at worst.

Through the lack of exposure to the expertise that
minority faculty and staff can lend to the overall growth '
process of the university community, the unfortunate result
is that generations of students are going through the turn-
stiles at Miami University and are unprepared to deal effect-
ively with a pluralistic society."

Office instituted in . 1972
Staff size 1 ft officer, 1 secretary who provides

4 services for another office as well1

as Affirmative Action
Reports to President
Budget 19734 unavailable

1975: 21,500.00
1976: 25,000.00

Ohio University - Mr.$,John McDonald, Director of Affirmative Action

This office was instituted in 1973, and Mr. McDonald has been
at O.U. for eighteen months. He thinks-that hiring/promotion/tenure/
salary procedures are fair with regard to minorities; the major prob-
lem is.that there has been a decrease in hiring. Also, Ohio Univ-
ersity ranks low in faculty compensation, making the school less
attractive to prospective employees.

When questioned about University commitment, Mr. McDonald
indicated that although the key officers_ of the institution (Pres-

nt and Provost) are relatively new to their positions, the level
of concern manifested has been strong. The major problem he
with regard to minority students is a retention problem, He believes
thtt black students need/more transitional courses (high school to
cdllege),-and in general, that a university with an open enrollment
policy must especially examine, and respond to, the needs of its
students.

An Ohio University status report on women and minorities,
dated April 15, 1977, included the following statements regarding
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minority employees:

1. There have been only minor.changes iz the percentage
of black-faculty members since 1973.

2. The number of black administrators increased from
11 in 1975 to 19 in 1976.

3. During the current fiscal year 4% of all the Athens
campus employees are minorities."2

Office instituted in . . 1973
Staff size 1 ft officer, 1 pt officer, 1 pt secretary
Reports to President
Budget

197 : unavailable
1975: $30,000.00
1976: $35,000:00

197Z: unavailable

University of Toledo - Mr. Stan Calhoun, Director of Affirmative
Action and Human Resources Development,

Mr. Calhoun has been at Toledo since December, 1976, and is
still too new to be able to present a complete picture of Affirmative
Action there. As far 'as history gees, it' seems apparent that prior
to Mr. Calhoun the office functioned as an administrative mechanism
for sex discrimination grievances, and took little preventative
steps even in this area. Mr. Calhoun_ is currently in the process
of restructuring the Affirmative Action program, and hopes to create
some preventative action, as well as to aggressively push for in-
creases in minority and women hirings.

We could obtain little information regarding the status or
past numbers of minority group members employed by the University.

. . . 1973
1 ft officer, 1 pt officer, 1 ft sten-
ographer, 1 ft clerk/typist
President

Office instituted in
Staff size

Reports to
Budget 1973:

1974:
1975:
1976:
1977.2

30,723.00
31,388.00
34,480.00
35,080.00
73,020.00

Wright State University - Dr.. Alphonso Smith, _Director of Affirmative
Action

Affirmative Action at Wright State has been a policy that was
not pushed, but was handled instead by individual departments at
their own initiative and discretion. Dr. Smith feels that there is
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a strong commitment to Affiimative Action from the upper admin-
istration, although below this there have been some problems.
When questioned about hiring/promotion/tenure/salary-practices,
Dr. Smith responded that in theory these procedures are fair,

.but that in practice, most are questionable.

Dr. Smith rated the school's overall reception to minority
students as average. There are some reason why black students do
not come to Wright State; he noted the school's early repltation:
as largely attended by white students as a-major contribMing fac- -

tar`. Also, Dr. Smith believes that there is a general atmosphere
of apathy among both black and white students who are currently
enrolled at the University.

Office instituted in . . . 1973
Staff size ..... . 2 ft officers, 1 secretary
Reports to President
Budget unavailable, all 4 years

Youngstown State University - Mr. Hugh Frost, Director of
Affirmative Action

Mr. Frost is satisfied with the status of Affirmative Action
at-Youngstown State. He believes that the monetary and administra-
tive commitment of the University is very strong, and that he is
especially supported and encouraged by the President.

,

Considering that Youngstown State is antiurban institution;
and thus should have a fairly substantial pool of qualified
minorities to draw from, the number of black faculty is low.
There were fourteen in 1976. We could obtain no further data on
the number of minority faculty members administrators for the past-
four years.

Office instituted in
Staff size
Reports to
Budget.

. unavailable
. . . unavailable

President
unavailable
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Summary

Ai, was stated in the introduction to this section, we have
made no attempt to rate or evaluate the strength of programs or
the level of commitment of each university. We have therefote re-
frained from making any of comparative analysis here. For
example, it is true that the University of cincinnati has the largest
budget of those we have been able to obtain but thekeasons for
this, and its relative bignificance, are not clear. There are,
however, some points which deserve considerable attention.

Most of the officers-we talked to felt very strongly that
the numbers and availability of minority persons in visible"and
influential places have a strong effect on the lives or students
both directly and indiiectly. Officers at schools where this sit-
uation is not particularly.good were very clear on this Point.
Mr. Michael Montgomery of Miami University was the most outspoken
and dissatisfied with conditions at his school, and as was recorded

10111it
in th on-Miami, he stressed the tremendous loss students
are e rig as a result of the lack of cultural exposure to
persons o do not belong td the majority-groups. The memb4rs of
Miami's self-study committee sum up the situation in a way that
indicates both the severity of Miami's probleit, and the reasons
that this is indeed especially relevant to students attending
institutions of higher education:

First of all, the.problem of minority size is paramount.
In terms of numbers, we are reminded that Miami's seven'
Black faculty account for less than one percent of its entire
instructional force; that Miami's 304 Black students represent

* less than two percent of an.18,000 student enrollment (main
and branch camnuRes); and that Blacks are conspicuously ab-
sent in, countless areas across the eampus. Where are the
Blacks in high level administration, or admissions or coun-
seling or on various teams, or in various departments, ad
infinitum?. The consequences, of course, are legion. Blacks
are insufficiently represented, whites lose the benefits-of
a heterogeneous learning environment, extraordinary demands,
are placed on the shoulders of the few, and so on. But per-
haps the most debilitating demands are to be seen among the
Black students, as our witnesses make' clear. The paucity of
minority numbers gives rise to deep- seated. feelings of pow-
erlessness, coupled with a very strong sense .of an increased
isolation and .loneliness. Witnesses also speak of the ex-
tremely uncomfortable position of being the single, visible
minority in countless situations. As one student put it,
"I'm tired of being a pioneer, I'm tired of knocking down
damn doors." Ultimately the committee hears an unmistakable
bitterness and alienation among the Black students.. "The
Black student does not feil wanted at Miami," one student
told the committee. Another echoed the same themes "There



is nothing to relate to here. This isn't my school. This
is their school." Such views are further fueled by the lack-of
any progress-in changing the percent of Blacks associated with
the University. One witness observed that " . . . Miami
University is really in the dark ages . . . Miami University .

has regressed i 5 years ago there were 12 Black faculty, now
there are 7." As a result,- many witnesses are persuaded that
the situation is the result of a deliberate policy on the part

e of Mikmiv and they are deeply pained by the unhappiness it
has brought theAt: At bottom, they regard the experience so
negatively that they openly declare their intention to actixely
discourage any other Blacks from heading in this direction.)

Several of the Affirmative Action officer* stressed the .impor-
tance of minority recruitment efforts, and the implementation of
mechanisms which would guarantee that minority needs would be
attended to in areas such as programming. The officers also em-
phasized the importance of role models for students, and the involve-
ment.and success minority students, like any others, must have in
order to maintain a positive attitude towards the outcome of their own
efforts and their relationship to the university they attend. Min-
ority administrators, faculty, and staff members serve to open these
channels.. They provide guidance and encouragement for minority
students as well as continuous pressure and energy directed toward
administrative actions which affect change for these students.

Many officers felt that, in general, their 'school could be
more aggressive in the area of Affirmative Action. Yet, the officers
wish to avoid harmful generalizations and spoke of; or alluded to,
specific areas of resistance in certain academic units or from cer-
tain individuals. They pointed to some of the mote general problems -

presently confronting higher education, such as the fact that -business
and industry today offer better financial opportunities to qualified
women and minority.group members. As a result, most of the state-
supported universities cannot compete financially for these persons.
Schools such as Ohio University and others that have suffered mon-
etary setbacks of their own face even greater difficulties in the
attempt to overcome past discrimination and reach positive goals in
the area of employment. Some of the Affirmative Action officers
noted that with the foreseen decrease in student enrollment which
will occur in the next few years, the amount of instructional posi-
tions available is being decreased even now:.. This has an obvious
effect on those qualified women and minorities who are just stepping
into the job market. Positions are being eliminated, which intensi-
fies competition for available jobs. -

Many Affirmative Action officers have emphasized the great
range of services an office of this nature can offer to its respec:-
tive institution. For instance, there is a great deal of legis-
lation to be kept up with, and it is,highly beneficial to the func-
tioning of large institutions to have offices which are capable of
centralizing and coordinating responses to these changes. Of course,



the overall impetus or force ese offices can becode is reflected
most highly at the schools whe the - administration clearly supports
the office's programs. Ms. Johnson at Cleveland State University
noted that since the Affirmative- Action Office was first imple-
mented at this school, it has received fairly consistent adminis-
trative support. Therefore, C.S.U. has achieved a stronger balance
in hirings, and positions and promotions have been opened to women
and minority group members in areas that werelpreviously closed to
them.

The Affirmative Action Office plays a crucial role 4n overcoming
past discrimination and guaranteeing compliance with equal opportun-
ity policies. We belieis that with the proper institutional support
these offices are making considerable progress. To these ends, we
would like to make the following two suggestions. First, we have
found the self-study minority and women status reports which were
done by four of Ohio's state schools (Kent State, Miami, Ohio State,
and Ohio University) to be of tremendous- help in trying to understand
the specific situation and complexities at each School. It would
pe beneficial for every university to attempt a-project of this sort.
This enables persons who are a part of the university to get a broad
and-detailed look at what is. happening at their school, and for this
reason the final report of the advantage of.insights from persons-
who are not external to the particular system. These studies also
offer greater possibilities for comparison of each school; we be-
lieve that schools can learn from each other's successes, failures,
and problems.

It iS also apparent from our research that statistical data
and past employment records are fairly difficult to obtain and. an-
alyze. Several of the Affirmative Action officers stated that an
increase in budget and staff would ease the problems involved in
maintair±rig records. In general, an increase in budget and staff would
allow these officers to devote more time and energy to all of these
concerns. . These are some of the ways in which schools might confi:rm
and strengthen their support of Affirmative Action programs.
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Affirmative Action Office B44geta.

Schoolf . 1.2z3 .192.4 1225 1976,
Akron - ;

$25,009)00 $30,000.00 $33,000.00
-.,B.G.S.U. - .., _ i6,0-017.10

operatingCerittal incorporated into Personnel Dept. *budget

Cincinnati - -
.

Cleveland i38,349.00 $1x4,150.00

Kent - -

Miami . -. 418,500.00

$100,000.00 $12o,00q.00

:$48,440.00 $52,831.00

- -

$21,500.00 $25,000.00

Ohio State decentralized throughout university

Ohio U. - - $30,000.00' $35,000.00

Toledo , $30,723.00
. $31,388.00 $34,480.00 $35,080.06

Wright . - - _ -
y..

F
Youngglown - v - - -

These figures were obtained directly from the Affirmttive
Adtion officers we interviewed. .

1
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lfteport of the Committees to
hnic-Minorities at

=irector,1 February 1, 1977

2
4:tatus Peporfleamen and Arities at Ohio Univervity Officeof Provost ands ual. Opportunity Programs, April 15, .1977 p. 1

Review the Status of Women and
Miami University Alan S. Engel,
P. 7

3Miami University Self-Study, p. 10



Offices of Minority Affairs

Introduction

The-following section summarizes six offices designed tpe-
cifically to coordinate the special services and programs offer-
ed at their respective universities. The scope and purpose of
each office varies to accomodate the needs and organization of
each institution, yet five of the six offices bear the official
title "Office of Minority Affairs". The exception to this is
the "Human Relations Department" at Kent State which we found is
similar, in both perspective and function to the other offices.
'The significant role of these offices as .coordinator and evalu-
ator of special and/orgpinority services deserves special atten-
tibn in presenting a ceplete picture of the programming and ser-
vices at each university.

Before proceeding, it is necessary to note that the follow-
ing summaries are not presented for the' purpose of comparison
or judgement of success, per se. Rather, the summaries are in-
tended to highlight individual, perspectives programs, and a-
chievements with ,the hope of giving insight into the general and
specific situations which confront university communities.- There-
fore, it is necessary to consider each-Of these offices as it is
tailored to suit the context of its respective institution, aewell atthe manner and insight with which it confronts related
human =erns facing the university..

"

Bawling Green State University

This office was founded in Athe spring of 1974 in response
to student dethands, and was designed as a central, agency for all
minority and special service concerns at the University. This of-
fice is under the Vice Provost of Academic Services and "is re-

- sponsible for the -administration; planing, development, and eval-
uation,of the University'S minority and other service programs."*
The-office was--estaprished as the prime coordinator of the pre-
viously autonomous Student Development Program, and the director
is given direct input into the high level administration. It
was hoped that this mould facilitate both horizontal and vertical
communication for -the University's minority and special services
programs. The office also publishes a quarterly newsletter'to
provide 'a forum for information and discussion related to various
minority concerns throughout the Umiversity community.
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The following is a list of the programs directed by this
offices*

1. Ethnic Studies Program
'2. Student Development Program - Equcational Oppor-

'tunity Programs
- Personal Develop-
ment Programs

. Developmental Education Program
4. Upward BoUnd
5. Head Start Supplemental Training Program
6. Project t-Search
7. Writing Laboratory

This information was taken directly fro the Bowling Green State
University "General Bulletin 1976 - 1978 In several attempts,
we were unable to arrange, further communication with the director,
Dr. Charles-Mee:nip so that the only available sourcls were the
bulletin and several newsletters.

C-University of Cincinnati
%*1

This is a full-stime office which comprised of the director;
'Mr. Eric. Abercumbiet: and one secretary, Mts. Ella. Mills. This Of-
'tide was instituted in 1973 as the rtsult of student and sta. f
pressUre, and'the willingness of theeStudent Affairs Division to
respond to the needs of its minorij litudent population..

This office operates under'th V--division of Specialized
Student Services and.is designed,.t provide c:cmtinuity and support
to:VIA minority .services' efforts. at the University of Cincinnati.
The major job responsibility,of this office is program4Levelopmen
Programs such as Black.Student.Orientation, Black HiStory Month,
Black Arts Festival, etc., are coordinated, designed, and imple
wanted by this office.

The major problem that this office reports is the lack of
adequate funding.and staff. 'In spite of theSe problems, it ha
in the director's opinion, made substantial progress in meeting
the needs of the minority ,.student: population._

.

of
.Although counseling is not-the; main:.functiori

Mr. Abercrumbie's office does provide this service. He also states .

that there is a' great' need for minority students, especially black,
Students,- to have role'Models, a point often made by the Affirmative
-Action officers to Whom we spoke. -.e
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Kent State University

The Department of Human Relations was funded in 1968 to,
provide special services for minority, foreign, handicapped,and otherwise disadvantaged students. This was a major part of -the administration's response to "sibudent demands for .greater se r-
vices and attention to the needs of those socially or academic-.

*ally disadvantaged, especially at a' predominantly white institu-
tion. At the same time, this office was designed to provide the
channels of communication and information for all students who

- need counseling, tutoring, or other special attention. The con-
tinuing objective of this offices as the people we talked to en-
vision it, is to build human relations skills so that all members
of the. University community will be capable of developing to their
fullest potential.

The services that are offered through-this department are
divided into two basic categories: Developmental Services, which
includes Upward Bound, learning Development, Developmental Assis-
tance, and Handicapped Student Services; and Human Relations,
which includes Volunteer and Community Services, the International
Student Affairs Office0Campus Ministry, and other special pro-
jects. These special projects deal directly with interpersonal
and intergrdup relations through special help sessions and other
programs to improve both understanding and 'communication skills.

Kent State also had an Office of Minority Affairs at onetime but this was disbanded into the Department of Pan-African
Affairs and the Human,Relations department. Staff persons we
talked will think that policy that focuses exclusively on min-
ority probIems stops short in its analysis, yet they continue to
stress the need for special proems geared to the needs of minor-7
ity students.' The people in this office' had the general philos-
iVry of teaching disadvantaged students how to make the present ;
system work for them., They see it as basically necessary to work
-within the constraints of 'the present systemvimproving it wherever
and whenever possible.

Miama. University

This office Was founded in 1969 as a direct result of student
pressure. The Office of Minority, Affairs is part of the Education-
al-Opport=ity'Office,-vhich serves as the major umbrella affice
for the Developmental Education Prograd, the Educational Opportunity
Program, and thsOffice of Minority Afflitirs. At presents-there are
three staff me rs to administer four full-time prograTs, as well
as to provide a center for communication and grievance appe&ls,

.special counseling and tutorial services, and some recruiting and
career placement services-
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Mr. Lawrence Young is the director of both the Office of
Minority Affairs and the Educational Opportunity Office, both _

of which, he feels, could easily be full-time positions. In gen-
Oral, these offices are underfunded, understaffed, and under-
recognized. As the director commented, the situation is not one
to be judged in terms of better or worse conditions. Rather, one
can only say that more staff and a larger budget would mean that
more would be accomplished. The University funds these offices
through the Student Affairs division, and the funds the offices
receive are committed essentially to office administration.

As was reported in the "Report of the Committees to Review
the Status of Women and Racial/Ethnic Minorities at Miami Univ-
ersity" (February 1, 1977), there is a definite lack of univer-
sity-wide commitment to a change in the minority situation. In -
accordance with this, the director has repeatedly commented that
he feels his presence, "in many areas and with many people", is
tolerated. The general atmosphere concerning the minority sit-
uation whether student, graduate student, faculty, or staff re-
veals a tendency to view the problem as an isolated one, rather
than as one which the entire University community should confront:

Ohio State University

The Office of Mi4ority Affairs at Ohio State was founded
in 1970 as a direct result 4of student pressure. In response to
this demand, the office is designed to coordinate and assist
all programs that bear on minority problems at the University.
'Its sphere of influence and activity includes minority recruit-
ment (2 minority-recruiters), academic and perso counseling,'
tutoring and remedial services, financial assist ce programs,
research,- dareer placement,_ and evaluation of th University
curriculum 'and programming efforts. 4

I

This office administers three special admissions programs:
the Pre-College Social Development Program, the Health Oppor-
tunity Program, and the Freshman Foundation Program. The Pre-
College Social Development Program was funded for four years
(1974 - 1978) by the National Institute of Mental Health. This
is a summer program designed to acclimate minority students-and
economically disadvanted students to college life at Ohio State.
Over the'' four year period, a total of 350 students will have en-
rolled in the program. .The 'Health Opportunity Program is de-
Signed to increase the number of minority students in the medi-
cal and health professions. --pis a summer program funded for
three years (1975 - 1978) by the National Institute of Health,,
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. One hundred
students will be enrolled in the program beach summer. The
Freshman Foundation Program is designed to recruit and retain
minority and economically disadvantaged students in close coop-



eration with the Admissions and Financial Aid offices. Insti-
.tuted in 1971 with University funds; some 2,500 students have
been enrolled through the program. (as af, June, 1976). Personal
and academic counseling and tutorial services are provided for
these students through the-bffice of Developments/ Education.,

Actually, the Office cif Minority Affairs at Ohio State
serves as a massive center of communication, information, and
other services which often include more than gpecifically min-
ority problems. In many ways this office is the stronghold and
core of the special services force at the University in terms of
student services, especially in recognizing the special and in-
dividual needs of many students who. were previously under-repre-
sented. Part of this role consists in the efforts.of the office
to build the awareness within and the cooperation between the
various academic and administrative units necessary to sustain
a responsible and responsive University community.

This office also recognizes the need and importance of com-
munity outreach programs, both as an extension of the University
community and as a potential base for identification for somewhat
alienated students. Mr. Bill Johnson, director, thinks that
community outreach and the furthering of community ties will "help
solve problems facing minorities at O.S.U. ", especially in terms
of the most difficult problem, which is the retention of minority
enrollees.

Money and retention are still thd most significant problems
as the people in this office see the University situation, and
of course, these two are closely connected. 'The 'office is some-
what underbudgeted and Understaffed, and there is need for more
remedial/developmental programs and the money to support them.

University of Toledo

-The Office .of Minority Affairs at this school was instituted
in 1973 as a result of student pressure positive administra-

,

tive response. he office serves as an innovator and coordinator
-of various special programs and services designed to aid minority
and other academically disadvantaged or alienated students. The
directbr, Dr. Wil Grant, seems to be satisfied with the adminis-
trative and academic response to the programs developed by his
office. This office also provides academic and personal counsel-
ing, as well as tutoring and some,/ remedial education programs, in
an attempt to accoiodate the special and individual needs of every
student. :Even so/ the predominant users of these facilities and
!the predominant focus of this office is on minority and other
advantaged students.

0



Included in 'the services and programs administered by this.oft" ice are the Black Studies Program, the Student Development
Program, academic, personal, and career counseling and tutoring,and cultural /social programming done in conjunction with other.student groups and organizatio4s. The Student Development Pro-gram was funded $70,000.00 lastlyear, and is perennially used byapproximately 90% of all minority students enrolled at the Univ-ersity. This office also provides the facilities for, minoritygraduate students.

Along the lines of the recruitment effort, this officeconducts interviews with prospective students, travels to the homesof students, and brings prospective students and their parentsto visit the campus. Dr. Grant and other members of the staff alsodo, periodic television spots geared primarily to blacks and
Mexican-Americans. In general, the publicity for these programs
and the work of. this office seems to have had a significant impacton the University community. OVerall, Dr. Grant feels that hiswork through this office has been well supported by virtually allareas of the University, and he feels somewhat confidant for thefuture. Support for this sentiment may be apparent in the sub-
stantial budget of $310,000.00, which includes all of the programsand services mentioned above.

Summary

The most significant function of these six offiees is their
role as coordinator antol evaluator of the efforts of each institu-tion in meeting the Deeds of minority and otherwise disadvantagedstudents. Each of these offices adheres to the basic notion thatthere has been a broad range of student needs which have gone
hitherto unrecognized in the University community. In respondingto this, the offices recognize the necessity of reaching out toand focusing on the problems of groups such as blacks, Chicanos,and foreign students both individually and as groups to provide
programs and services designed for them,

With this'as a base, these offices play a significant rolein developing cultural and academic programming, and other special
services appropriate to these situations. All of this is believed
to benefit not only specified groups, but also to build understand-
ing and awareness throughout the university community. Effectivecoordination and critical evaluation is, essential to the successof these efforts as they enhance the quality of the entire univ-ersity..



In light of the Above perspective, we hame made the sus-_

gestion that an "Office of Minority Affairs", or some office
similar in fuhction and purpose, would be highly desirable for
the administration of special services and programs at each state
university. This suggestion met with considerable affirmation
by many of the people we contacted both in minority affairs and
special services. As Dr. Wil Grant, director of the Office of
Minority Affairs at the University of Toledo, responded'

"The office would serve as the coordinative of-
fice for all special programs for marginal 'and/
or minority students. Coordinated proposals
could be generated from such an office with
a minimum of confusion between the various pro-
grams. In addition; such an office could pos-
sibly coordinate the typical special programs
with campus programs for the handicapped, for
example.-

This notion closely parallels much of the interdivision cooper-
ation that has been achieved at universities like Ohio State, -Kent
State, and the University of Toledo. Once again, we fully re c og-
nize the desirability and necessity of tailoring the office to
the needs of the particular institution. This diversity, and
the flexibility of such an office, is evidenced by the fact that
the existing Offices of Minority Affairs fall under varied ad-
mihistrative categories such as Academic Services, Special Ser-
vices, and Student Affairs.

-4
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Special Services

Introductioq

For the.purposes of this study, the term "special services"
will cover tutorial and counseling services available to minority
students at the state universities in Ohio. Also included under
this topic are services provided by Student Development Offices,
and the various Developmental Education programs. For the most
part, the programs described below are either remedial or designed
for student groups with special reeds and concerns. These include
minority students, veterans, handicapped persons,-and returning
students.

The individual sections that follow focus primarily on the
specific types of programs and services available at each -school,
and on the history, staff, and apparent effect of the services on
students who make use of them. Where possible; we have tried to
include information such as the ratio of counselors and/or tutors
to students who participate, and whether or not tutoring or remedial
programs yield credit towards graduation. We haveaklso listed

ithe specific academic areas in which students may receive assistance,
where information was available. Finally, certain schools provide
services that are especially geared to minority students, particu-
larly in the area of counseling. These programs are listed and
described in the individual reports.

Information included in these descriptions was obtained from
school catalogues, pamphlets, interviews, and in some cases, from
special.reports that schools have written in evaluating certain
programs.

Akron University

The Department of Developmental Programs at Akron University
has three agencies designed to offer students the following services:

1.) Courses of a develoimentAl nature are offered to review
basic skills, including English, mthematics, reading, chemistry,
and study skills. These courses are geared towards the unprepared
student, the returning student, and the unmotivated. .They are
offered for credit, and are taught by regular University professdrs.
Students are grouped according to ability into fifty course sections
per quarter, with a student/faculty ratio of 15:1. The program has
a minimal fee requirement.

2) A writing and reading lab is available at no cost to Univ-
ersity students. Mr. Martin McKoski, Director of Developmental
Education at Akron, claimed that ,students who use the lab 4-6 times
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tend to demonstrate an increase in motivation in their classes.
He also mentioned,that if a student uses the lab 6 - 10 times
it usually leads to a two grade improvement in classes.

so

3) Peer tutoring is offered at 100 and 200 level courses,
and while there is no cost to students, the Department pays tutors$2.50/hr. Tutoring at the 300 and 400 level courses is available
if the need is demonstrated. 40%. of the tutorial users are black.

In addition to these programs, a skills workshop is' offered
previous to the fall term each year for freshmen only. The pUrpose
of this workshop is to use the first year student's introduction
to,college-level academic work. Students volunteer for the work-
shop, and there is usually a 400-500 student turnout each fall, of
which approximately 40% is black. There is a 2/3 reter/an rate
for the students who participate in this program.

The developmental program at "Akron University (which includes
all of the above, programs) walvestablished-in 1973. Administrators
directly affiliated with the program believe that it does help to
attract mino;ity students to Akron U. The number of students par-
ticipating in the program has gradually increased, from 100-300
students in 1973 to £000 during the 1976-77 school year. The pro-
gram is publicized- through counselors, advisors,rprofessor recom-
mendations, student referrals, and printed materials.

Bowling Green State University

The Student Development Program at Bowling Green State
University is divided into two major divisions: 1)Educational
Opportunity Programs, which consist of graduate and undergraduate
recruitment programs, financial aid advising, and the Upward Bound
and Bridge programs, and 2) Personal and Social Development Programs,
which provide counseling, peer counseling, career development programs,
and social and cultural activjties. The Student Development Program
works in conjunction with the Developmental Education Program to
provide academic advising, tutoring, and courses designed to provide
educational alternatives to the conventional type of classroom
situations.

Counseling appears to be an excellent part of the Student
Development Program. At the onset of the freshman year, incoming
students are provided with counselors or peer counselors who will
work with them throughout their education. At the same time, stude.s
also work with academic advisors. Approximately:900 students
participate in the program annually, and around 95% of the disad-
vantaged and minority students on and off campus make use of the
Program's services. Dr. Raymond Downs, Assistant Vice Provost for
Student Development, believes that the primary difficulty with the
Program is that many students do not take full advantage of all the
facilities that are offered. This program was institute d. the
1968-69 school year as a result of staff pressure, and originally
served 340 students4- -48-
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According to personnel in the Student Dovelopmen Program
office, the budget for both tutorial and counseling services is
inadequate. Increased-funding would enable them to offer, services
in the evenings and an weekends, for students who cannot ma k* use
of them during regular working hours.

. .

The Student Development Program does appear to attract minority
students to Bowling Green. We were also told by various University
staff that the program is primarily responsible for the strong
improvement In retention ratos for minority-students.

We were unable to obtain statistics regarding the numbers of
.students who participate in these programs.

Central State University

The Academic Foundations programs at Central State University
consist primarily of English, math, and reading assistance. Com-
petency is assessed through the grade students earn during their
first two quarters of required English courses. Any student who
does not earn a "c" or above is required to participate in the
assistance programs. Other services offered through Academic
Foundations include:

1) Academic advisors -who help students with undeclared
. majors to plan 2 to 4 year pr
2) Diagnostic testing to determinp the academic

competenoe,of students
3) Seminars in academic Skill and accomplishments
4) Tutoring services
5) The Electronic Media Center, which provides programmed

enrichment materials for individual and group instruction
6) Learning Center

.

7) Special Education Programs
8) The Human Relations Center, which offers guidance

assistance and peer counselors
,

These servi'ces are available for the academically under-
prepared, and students may. icipate in the program for a max-
imum of two years. The etude t-faculty ratio is about 15:1. The
University provides a m amount of funding, and since the program
was established three years ago the Advanced Institute Development
Program haS sponsored a grant to fund the program. The general
consensus among persons we talked is that funding has been adequate.
In the 1977-78 school year the Academic Foundations and Learning
Center budgets will be combined.

.....
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Although both convocation and the school newspaper alert
students to the available programs, many people at Central State
feel that the publicity is inadequate. Because Central State has
historically been, attended primarily by blacks, the

-

ability to attract minority students is less important than its
role in retaining them.

University of Cincinnati

Minority counseling at the University of Cincinnati is funded
through the main counseling office, which is funded through the
Student Affairs Office. The.. program provides academic, vocational,
and personal-social counseling. In addition to this, a tutorial program
is also maintained by the University. This tutorial support.program
is directed toward the-Meedi of minority students, physically
handicapped studentsland veterans. Recently, at the suggestion of
the counseling staff, professors in the English Department have
begun to include more black authors on their reading lists,

The counseling staff for minority students consists of two
full-time Ph.D.'s, one graduate intern, a varying number of under-
graduate interns, and one secretary. Both the counseling and tu-
torial services are free to students, and a recent attrition survey
taken at the University shows that users of the services have a
lower attrition rate than do non-users. Administrators of the
programs feel that an increase in budget and staff would enable
more students to make use of these services. Also, various person-
nel mentioned that the program are uitderpublicized; this situation
appears to be improving.

Approximately 500-600 students participate in these programs
annually.

Opeveland State Universkty

Cleveland State University provides special tutorial programs
for all students, but minority students(65% of the program's users
are minority students) , low income students, returning students,
physically handicapped, and the academically underprepared make up
the greater percentage of the 900 annual users of the program.
Instituted in 1968 as a result of student pressure and staff inter-
est, the program is funded by the Academic Division of Special Ser-
vices, which also funds Black Studies and the Afro-American CUltural
Center.

Special Studies originally had funds for 100 students, and
while this number has been increased to include approximately_ 900
students presently, administrators feel that the program could reach

As,
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more students with an increase in funding. The goal'of the
program is that, by the erd of the freshman year students are

,proficierttenough in math, reading, and writing skills to enter
other divisions of the University, although services are always
available. Student tutors provide special assistance to students.
Tutoring sessions, combined with study seminars and reading and
_writing labs, appear to be effective for those students who par-.
ticipate in these programs.

In addition to the above, there are special minority pro-
grams for first year law students (offered during the summer pre-
ceding the first year of law school). There are also federally
funded programs for minority students in the sciences and other
technical areas.

Counseling is available for all students, and the_Unlvtrsity
sponsors coMMunity counselors, who travel to local communiilies .to offet services. The counseling staff includes-student'aids
and peer counselors.

These programs are publicized throUgh general advertising,
ti miscellaneous publications, staff talks, and high school counselors.
Administrators do not feel that the programs tend to attract minority
students to Cleveland. State University, and suggest that other
recruitment efforts play a more significant role in this area.

Kent State University

The Department of Pan-African Affairs at Kent State University
provides extensive academic tutorial and counseling services. :n
addition to this, :the Department offers financial advising, career
development and counseling, job placement services, personal ad-
vising, and other special programs designed to meet minority needs
and interests. The Department also participates in community edu-
_catiomal services, which include adult education, health education,
public information services, sickle-cell anemia testing, and other
services. This Department appears to be particularly effective in
providing important services for both minority students and the
local minority population.

In addition, the University offers .,!egular tutorial services
at the freshman level in English, math, psychology, chemistry,
biology, and history. Approximately 50% of the students who par-
ticipate in these programs are minority group members. These pro-
were established in 1968, along with the Human Relations Department,
in response to student demands. The University also sponsors the
'Upward Bound developmental program.

'The Departmenl! of Pan-African Affairs appears to be effective
in attracting students to the University, and plays an important
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role in.mtaining-stlidents who have Enrolled. We were- unable
o' determine the exadt.numbers of students who use these services.

-

`Miami University

4,

Miami Unlversity's Develkomental Education. Program, estab-
lished, in 1969, offers tutprial.services in both individual andsmall group (three students per tutor) sessions. Tutoring isavailable at no charge to students with an ACT composite scoreof 20 dt below, students on academic probation, and students on
financial Aid ':which is based on need. All other students must
pay ,half the tutoring fee ($3.00/ht.), while the Developmental
Education service pays the other half. A student is limited to
a, maximum of two hours a week of tutoring for each course, andstudents may be tutored for no more than two courses per semester.

-

The Developmental .Education Program also'-offers skill de-
velopment services, which focus on the improvement of basic learn-
ing skills such as reading, study skills, _grammar and composition.
These courses are offered in the form of 5-8 week workshops. Peer
advisors (sPecially trained updergraduate upperclass students) are
alwairailable through-Develdlimental Education. Special help in
English language skills IS available to foreign students.

The .Program id-funded through federal and University funds.It is publ4cized through-freshman orientation, the,school newspaper,and various pamphlets: Administrators-af.the program think that
-4^ funding is inadequate', and comment ,that -the program's ability to

attract and retain minority students is uncertain.

Ohio State University f

There are several special service programs available at
Ohio State. The Freshman Foundation Program began in September, 1971,and is,sponsored by the Office of Developmental' Education, the Officeof Financial Aid, and the Office of Minority'AffaZrs. The Program'sgoals include: a)increasing the number of minority undergraduates
admitted to the University, b)assist with financial aid, c)provide
academtc counseling, free tutorial assistance, and career counseling,
and d)ineWeasingthe number of minority graduates from 0.S.U. Sinceit was established the Program has' enabled over 2500 minority studentsto attend the University. The Office 'of Minority Affairs also spon-sors the Pre-College Social DevelopmentcProgramf designed, to deisrease
attrition, increase grade poj.nt average8\ further social skills-,
.and.to decrease personal conflicts (especially, in the freshman year).
This is t five .weep program in which students participate during the
summer prior-to their freshman year.



TheDevelopmental Education Program at O.S.U. provides
'financial aid assistance, special tutoring assistance, and spec-

.ially designed courses to bridge academic gaps for disadvantaged
students. The program is geared to Appalachian whites, Mexican-
Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Tndians. Tutors are recom-
lwLded by faculty members, and English and math tutorials are es-
pecially emphasized. New programs are being developed in academic
counseling, job placement, and community relations.

These programs appear to attract and retain minority students
to the University.

*For more 4Wormation see the Office of Minority Affairs,
Ohio StateUniversity, p. 43

Ohio University

A Black Student Development Program in counseling was es-
tablished at O.U. in 1975 in an effort. to assist black freshmen.
with academic, social, and personal counseling problems. This is
a service proiNded by the Black,Resource Center at O.U., as is
the tutorial pbgram. Both programs are funded through Afro-
American Studies, and operate without state or federal funding.
There.is ho fee requirement to students who participate in these
programs.. The tutorial services focus on study skills and li- -

brary research.

au

While the exact student-faculty ratio has not been established,
both programs have been described by staff as offering close per-:
sonal attentionto studdnts: Most of ,the. students who participate
in the programs axe .minority students, but again, the' exact number
has 'not been determined.,

Administrators of-the programs feel that .the budgets are
inadequate, b4 they do feel that th- rogram helps to attract
and retain minority studentS-to the rsity.

A

University of Toled6 L,4*

4

At the University of Toledo tutorial services.are°fUnded through
the Office, of Minority Affairs and the Student Development Program. .

Eighty percent, of the total number of students .who make_ use of these
programs are minority:students. The pamphlet for Student Services
states that "The staff is prepared to assist the disadvantaged;
marginal student, and individuals from minority groups, who, because
of their previous training, may-find it difficult to do their bestwork. Students.with a 3.0 or better grade point average provide



J.

the tutoring, along with graduate assistants and facillty..members.
These students 'are paid minimum wages by the University. The
program staff has determined that group tutoring is more successful
for the student than -individual assistance at this University.

tinseling. services for minority students are also funded
through the Offibe of Minority Affairs.

, Ninety percent of the
users are minority students, and students who participate receive
close pera omal attention from counselors.

Dr. Wit' Grant, Director of the Office of Minority Affairs,
told us that the Student Delielopment Program serves the following
breakdown of students I 75% black, 15% mexicsn-American, 8% white ,and 1-2% other #tinorities.

These programs were instituted in 1970 as a result of, student
' pressure, decent administrative response, and subsequent state
funding. Administrators of the programs feel that budgets are
"never adequate," ugh publicity appears to be excellent (lit-
erature p referrals, al television advertisements, etc.). Pro-
gram staff feel th e se services play a major role in attracting
minority students to e University. We. were also toldithat there
is data that indicates that the programs actually do retlain en-
rolled students, but we were unable to obtain access to this infor-
mation.

I.

*For more information see the Office of Min-Ority Affairs,
University of Toledo, p..44

Wright State University
t.,

Ali
At Wright State University the Special` Services Office sponsors

three-credit courses that focus on math, English, and study skills
through the- Developmental Education Program. These _courses are-
available to students as electives. Tutoring is also Available at
no cost to students, and has apparently served to retain students at
this University. Program staff feel that counseling and tutoring
at gmlversity have also helped to a$ract minority students to.
Wright State.

The majority of students who participate in the counseling
and, tutoring programs at Wright State are minority students ',(who
make up 30%, of the usersp_the academically underprepared, a sma31
number-of returning students, 'and incoming freshmen.- The director
of Special Studies feels that students do not use -the programs as
much as they should, although other administrators perceive atten-
dance rates to.be fairly high. It has been suggested that the
Program's ext:ensiire publicity_. may be responsible for this.

Program staff-gene ally feel that funding for theie_services
is inadequate:
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You oWn State tniversity'sbDevelopmental
Program was instiPa-,ted in 19 &with the establishment of.a tutorial program funded by.the. Ohio Boatd cif Regents

L nce

gents and the University. The program prev idesassistance iii.'math; English, and (to a lesser extent) scies.tn -addition.to-tutoring, the'follcwingdevelopmental services areavailable: 1)peer counseling services,,2)a reading lab, 3)a writing''lab, and 4).a. special English composition project, which. is a basic4 .composition
class with a stall-student-faculty ratio. These programSare designed to assist the ph5isically.handicapped, students withacademic deficiencies (especially in English and-math), minoritystudents '(primarily blacks and:Latinos)", studentt from rural,back-

,grounds, veterans, and other returning students. Program staff feelthat , while publiCity fot the programs could be strengthened, the .greateSt problem theylipie is finding. an -adequate number of tutors:
-

Compvehensive counseling-services, including- academic, vocational,and personal counseling are provided through'the Counseling and Test-ing Csnter.' Career counseling is provide'd through the Career Plan-ming and Placement Office. There are no formal counseling programsfor minority students'-other than the peer counseling offered-by theStudentDeveloptent.Office. Hrowever, staff members.in theBlaakStudies Department at Youngstown State provide counseling for mino-tity students on an informal:loasis.

4-

Minority students often face particular adjustment problemswheA they enter universities that are primarily.attended by white- students. Often minority students.find that at school they are a'part of a minority for the first time - and this is particularlytrue of students who have previously lived_ and attended school inthe inner cities. Once on campus, they find that most academic,social, and cultural programs- are geare'd to the majority. Theseprograms-frequently do not meet the concerns of minority students.To compound, these problems; becaUte of various differences in aca-demia and personal background, soMe minority students have troublemaking academic adjustments.

We have found that some 'schools offer extensive counselingand tutorial programs, and some have programs that attend specificallyto the -needs of minority students. With regard to counseling,Bowling Green State University offers an exemplary program. Thecounseling staff of this university's Student Development Programconsists of thirty-persons, nearly all of whom are minority group
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members. Mr. Raymond Do Director of the Program, stated that
this' definitely adds to uhe program's attractiveness to minority

tstudents, and' therefore elps the ,office to meet student needs
more effectively. Cleveland State University's-counseling prdgram
includes community counseling, and while-this may not directly
affect students attending the -University, it is one inperesting
.and effective way to. meet the resPonsibiliPies.oflan'ifvtitution
'of higher learning. Kent State University's Department. of Pan-
.African Affairs successfulry coordinates assistance for of
the needs of minority students,*including academic tutor'ng,

. and counseling in many Areas.. The University of Cincinna i has
AD- a no counseling office, and a recant'attition study there'

--sho that minority counseling recipientd have a lower attrition rate
than non-recipients. The University of Toledo's Office of Minority
Affairs offers an extensive minority counseling program, and should
be' noted foi- maintaining excellent publicity for all of its programs.

TUtorial programs state-wide differ also. There are some
schools that should be noted for particular aspects of their /
tutorial services. Central. State University has a complex program,
including an Electronic Media Center, providing enrichment for a
variety of courses. Cleveland State University is noteworthy
for Its programs for-pre-law, science, and other technically-oriented
minority students. Ohio University's .tutorial services focus on
study skills and library r search, and are funded through Afro-
'American studies. This helps to-knarease'pUblicity and the.per--
centage- of minority students who make use of the services.- The
services offered through- the developmental programs at both Akron
and Bowling Green are also notable, Finally, the programs offered
through .the Office of Minority'Affairs at Ohio State cover an
exceptionally wide'range'-of support services'for many aspects of
minority student concerns. The Pre-College Social Development
Program and the Freshman

F2
oundation Program_ are especially noteworthy.

It is important to note that every school provides tutorial
and counseling assistance in some wayle. and it is difficult to assess
the quality and effectiveness of these programs. The schools which
are mentioned in this sftmary have been singled out either because
they appear to be particularly successful at meeting the needs of
minority students, or because unique aspects of certain programs
were noteworthy.

a
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introduction

Minority Cultural Zrogkamming

4.
We are using the term "Minority Cultural Programming" to

cover all of the'following-social and cultural activities: _social
organization's 14ce'fraternattes and sororities, social aiWEservice.
clubs, dormitory functions and programs,' .13Pe.cial-eventa-suCh as

-concerti, speakers, -.workshops, eto., and all other social and _ .

academic activities ..outside thelcclassroom. Necessarily' there is
some overlap betveen thie section and the Black/Ethnic Stddiesi
BlackAthnic Cultural CentertYand-Special Service sections.of.
this report. We ref's the reader to-these sections for ftrther
information. The 1'01:Leming are _brAM-Summaried-of 'the minority
cultural programming available at each of the twelvwstate univer-
sities.. Information was obtaimed from interviews' wish university
personnel, catalogs, and miabellancrous pamphlets and*publicationst

. This section iscompleted with.a look at minority programming
in the. state and ap plalysis, abed on available information, of
its shortcomings and strength ../The best index of programming at
any university is probably' dent opinion. Unfortunately, time
did not permit an in-depth y of minority students with regard

. to programming. In assessi the adequacy of minority programming,
the following assumpt ions were made:

a) Universities close to urbin areas hate less _of an
obligation to provide minority cultural programming.

b) Designated minority cultural-programming offices or
program boards with budget support are the best able to handle
minority programming.

c) Student social organizations have the least full-time-
-committed personnel and/or funding to. provide adequate programming.

d) Programming does not take\a high priority when'handled
by offices designated for another mayor function, unless certain
staff members are given programming as a single responsibility.

e) Variety contributes to the adequacy of: programming.

f) The number of students taking advantage of programs
is proportional to the number of programs offered.

g) Monetary support is extremely impoitant.

h) The _receptivity of the regular.- program board to
minorities relieves other minority offices-and-organizations from
full responsibility for providing adequate programming.
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,The'vniveesity bf Akron

Programming it .the University of Akron is run like a
business. ;According to..Mr. Don Sabaltho, Program Director atliscm4 the student cepter is at auxiliary service. It is not
subsidized like student centers are at other, universities. There-fore, programming is-operataAsas a-strict business venture, the-UniTersity making a $4;009.06 profit on 191 programs from a
$1.0,000.00 investment. Along 'with an unrestricted $10,000.00bpdget, student center programming has a restricted budget of$21,p0o.po for major.events. The-center employs three student
assistants, ate. assistant directOrp'and-a_director.

Student center programming is an ail-campus 'programming agenAccording to Mr. SApitino, the staff tries to involve interest
groups, at the interest group's initiative; by co-sponsoring events
and providing grant .money to be distributed on the basis of the
quality of the group'i program pvoposal. Mr. Sabatino thinks,that
programming at Akron, University provides a more challenging level Pof participation than does a larger and less professional programboard. He believes that there ;s a high level of acceptence-of,-,
the student'center programming b.ctivities among the student body.

Concerninn' minority programming at Akron University, Mr.
Sabatino admits that there is poor attendance by, black students
-at student center events. He believes that Black United Studentsshould pick up the slack in minority programming, claiming thatB.U.S. is well funded. Mr. Sabatino believes that student centerprogramming has been open and receptive, and that they would be
more concerned about. minority programming if B.U.S. did not havea budget. According to B.U.S. representatives, programming atAkron is 95% oriented towards white students, and B.U.Smigoes not
have the resources to provide adequate programming fgrillffkok students.B.U.S. was budgeted $7,650.00 in 1976-77.

Another source of minority programming .at the University of
Akron is the Black Cultural Center. Its major objective is to
unite minority performing artists' and entertainers, to present
programs geared to the experiences and interests of minority students.
There is no student activity fee at this university.

Bowling Green State University

The two organizations which -pecifically handle minority
cultural programming at B.G.S.U. are the Board of Black Cultural
Activities and the Third World Theater and Cultural Affairs. The
first of these is a registered student organization that is fundedby general fees. There is also a major minority student' publicationtitled "The Obsidian".
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In additIon, the Vniversity haq 1:0 student social organ- 4
izations that are comprised primarily of minority students, and
eight minority Greek organizations which-dprovide socially-oriented

,/.activities; gtudent Activities Office designates approximately
one'-third of its rf unthrt o **minority programming, and overall commit-
ment t programming -efforts for minority students was rated -better
than gve rage by- student life personnel. Since the 1973-74 school -

year, cooperation between minority organizations and existing
Uniyersity programs has increased. The degree of involvement in
lodal community programs has also increased since that time.

Central State UniversitY,

Because this University is primarily attended by blacks,
programming at Central State is generally geared toward minority
students. Programs are sponsored by committees under the director
of the student union, department heads, hall governments, and
student government, as well as interested organizations on campus.
Budget allocations are made for both artists/lectures, and public
events.

The University of Cincinnati

Minority programming at the University of Cincinnati is par-
tially provided by the Office of Specialized Services. Funding
fpr the Office is additionally allocated to student community,
handicapped, women's, and veterans' programs. The Office works
closely _with other _departments_ to co- sponsor programs.- Programs
through this office are not entirely culturally oriented. The.
focus is more on orientations, workshops, and consciousness raising.
Most minority cultural programming is provided by the Office of
Minority Affairs, Activities and Programming; The Minority Affairs
director thinks that programming through this office is under-
budgeted and underpublicized in relation-to other university pro-
grams. further noted, however, that publicity has been getting
better.

The University of Cincinnati has eight student organizations
and seven Greek organizations comprised primarily of minority members.
These organizations also provide some social programming.

Cleveland State University

We were abtle to obtain little information on minority cultural
programming at Cleveland State University: C.S.U. does have a



Black Cultural Center which sponsors concerts and plays, but, it
seems to 'function on a very small scale. The predodinant minori-ty organization on campus is the Society for Afro-American Unity.Every black student is automatically a member* but only a smallcore are active. There is minority representation on studentgovernment and a minority publication which receives approximatelyone-third th funds that the tall-campus, student new papa receives..

gent State University -

Ths Departmat-af-Pan-African Affairs anethe'Center of- Pan -
African_ Culture provide much of tHP-minority cultural- pro rigat X.S.U. ProgrammiAg is divided into several categories, i lUdinga colloqUia series,'creative And 'performing arts, and student communitysponsored programs. Activities includ exhibits, concerts, p -ays.,dance performances, -festivals* films, ctures, and poetry readings.

The major student organization providing cultural programmingis Black UniteckStudents. This organization is.funded by the.
Student Caucus,-which currently contains no minority representation,and budget allocation for B.U.S. over the past few years shows acontinuous decline. ,

t

Fifteen student organizations on campus, including fraternatiesand sororities, provide social programming for minority students.

*For more initrmation see Black/Ethnic Studies, and Special
Services, Kent State University, pp.69 and 51

Miami University

There is one organization at Miami that provides minority
programming. This is the Black Student.Action.AssA.ciation, whichis a registered student-organization -funded'-through'Associated.
Student Government. '41-campus programming at Miami University
is provided by several sources: Campus Activities-nunc47-LectureSesies, and Program Board. There are four minority Greek organiza-tions which provide social programming for a portion of Miami's
black student population:

.

,

In a study done on the attitudes of minority students at Miamithe most commonly voiced item on the list of Miami's weakest points
was the lack of social or cultural activities appealing to blacks.
Correspondingly, 32% of minority students felt the most needed im-provement was in the area of social and cultural programming.
(°Prom "Attitddes of Black Students at Miami University about Miamr-'.
University", compiled by Mr. Lawrenqe W. Young..)
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Miaki's Black Stddent
following funds during the
and $7,300.0.0 in 1976-77.
ernment.

Ohio State University.

Action Association received the
past few years: $7,287.00 in 1975-76,
B.S.A.A. is represented in student goy-_

.The Office of Black Student Programs at Ohio State offera.
'developmental and cultural programming for black studentsj7Npdet.)-the directorship ,of Ms. Georgiannaaowman, this office erdploy's
.'one full-time Coordinator, onqAull-time Assistant Coordinator,
one.half-time Student Personnel-Assistant, and a full-time ,secre-
tarY.- Minority student programming for 19177-78 is budgeted $20,000.
This amount has.increaAed yearly since the 1974-75 school year.
This office was created in 1972 as a result of student pressure.

Dr. Bowman feels that the office is well received and supportedby students and the-Reneral University .community. Some support
is given by other minority drganizations in terms of money, labor
power,' etc. According t Dr. Bowman, the largest problem still
lies with the acquisition of proper funding for staff and quality
programs. Funding for this office comes from the Office of Student
Services.

Some examples of the programs offered by the Office of Black
Student Programs are the United Black World Week, Welcome Week,
Community Outreach Day, and the Black Student Recognition Ball..
Programs range from concerts to discussions and workshops. The
Department of Black Studies also sponsors an extensive lecture
series, as well as radio and TV programs.*

Black students have their own student government and student
publi h at this university. There are 29 registered black
stude organizations on campus, including a number'of black Greek
org zations.

F *For more information see Black/Ethnic Studies and Office
Minority Affairs, pp.70 and 43

Ohio University

411

Minority-cultural progrsmming at Ohio UniveAkty is provided
.primarily by the 'Black Student Cultural Programming Board and the
Black' Resource Center. The B,S.C.P.B. is a University-funded ,-
student organization, and is the second largest University-funded
organization on campus. The Black Resource Center is funded through
Afro-American Studies as an academic department, and although the
Center does provide cultural programming, its major emphasis is on
counseling and advising.

-^"
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Another source of programming for minority ,students is
the Black Student Union. In addition, there are 16 student
organizations including fraternaties and sororities, which pro-
vide social prograpming for minority students at the Un4versity.
According to the director of the Student Life Office, -since 1974.minority student orginizations have become better organized and
'better funded. Minority students. have'representation on thee
funding Committee, and comprisi-aPproximstely 10% of the Student
senate. Commitment to minority cultural programming-was rated
high by several student life administrators.

Universl.ty of Toledo .

Two student organizations provide a majority of the minority /0"'
cultural progrimming at the University of Toledo. They are. the
Black Student Union and M.E.C.H.A. an organization comprised
primarily of Hisplulic students. According to the director.of
Student Actvities at. the University of Toledo, these organizations
do not have enough student partic 'ipation to provide adequate pro-gramming There are two additional minority student organizations,'

'plus five black Greek organizations. No minority publication.is
issued "at this University.

/-
During the 1977-78 school year the Black Student Union was

funded $71000.00, andM.B.C.H.A. was funded $3,200.00. These
monies came from general fees,.

*For more information see Office of Minority Af rs, University
-- Tof Toledo, p. 44

Wright State U rsity

tr

The Bolinga Black Cultural Center provides minority%culturar
programming at W.S.U. The Center has a lecture series, and sponsors
black, entertainers and artists. The Center does not, however,
focus on, cultural programming., but rather on the promotion of
academic achievement. There are three black Student-organliations
on campus, but there is little participation on Greek organizations.
There is no minority student publication and no minority representa-tion op student goverment at this University.

Youngstown State University \.

Some cultural prograftMing at Youngstown State is provided by
theiBlack'Studies Institute, which sponsors filmS, lectures,. and
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programs such"--as-Black Hig:tory Week. In addition, there are twelveregistered minority,studerit organizations, including fraternatiesand sororities. A686rding to a student activities staff person withwhom we spoke, all-campOs programming has little minority partici-pation, which inters ies 'the dependency of minority students onthese other sources programming.

rI

Summary

Every state university accounts for minority cultural pro-
gramming in: one way or another, .although the offices that handle
minoriitylpro(pamming vary from school to school. Thdre are two
unierlitiss that stak out in demonstrating a commitment toadequate programming r minority students. One is Ohio University,
the other is Ohio. State Umdversity. -

At Ohip University, minority programmihg-is pxoyvided in the
same manner as all-campus programming, -via a student -run program
board funded through student,government as a. registered student
organization. A distinctidh-mutt be drawn between this type of
student organization, which ",exists sdIely to provide cultural
programming with an alI- campus minority clientele in mind, from
a smaller, club-oriehted social organitation which programs primari-ly for its members. The Black Studen1 Cultural Programming Boardat Ohio University ikhe-second largest funded student organization
on campus. This Board could be considered as somewhat over-funded,

----in that it received more- than two-thirds of the all-campus
program board received in 1976, while programming sp4bifically
for-approximately 9% ofk.the student body. The real issue is t14.-t .

minority programming.4aA received monetary Support at 04io University.A further commitment t minority programming-is made through the a

black Resource Center, which claims to provide. 8O% of all-minority'
programming.Although programming in this sense extends beyond purely
Actra-curricular events, ,Ape programming done by the Black Resourde
Center, cultural-and oth i contributes to the variety of prggramsand enhands student involve ent.

Ohio State's commitment to minority cultural programming is
exceptional in that programming is provided through an office specif-
ically set up for that purpose. The Office of. Black,Student Programs-.has'both.full-tiMe personnel and monetary support, is Atae-to provideprograms geared to minorities.Also impr4qsiVe is Vie'Cffice's apparent
visibility, and subsequent rapport with student organizations -and
the minority community at large. In addition, the sheer number,of
minority offices, programs, and organizations throughout the cam-ous
enhances both variety and student involvement with regard to cultur-
al programming at Ohio State University. )
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-Other universities deserve no;te. Akron University, al-thougla it has an efficient, and profitable. progzantming office,-virtually ignores.its minority population. - This profit incen-.
tine does not seem to include events which might interest min-
orities. Whe.n. "-minority" programming is done, -it is in the foraof-'biga-name events which are chosen becaUse_ of t re" large audiences.
minority and 'otherwise,- the event will draw. Concerts that mightdraw a significant portion of 'the minority population, but not
large numbers of white's. as well, are infrequent.

Although Wright State hail's. large commuter population and 1.

is closeyto a large urban area; commitment to minoritiesin` the
area of programming is minimal. Monetary commitment to the-
Bolinga Cultural Center is relatively low, and when.divided be-
tween resources and developmental programs is lower still.

All-campus .programming lit Miami University is noi' receptiveto minority needs and interests . Minority students must dependSolely on black studs nt organi zations to provide cultural pro-
gramming The need f orlaadequate programming is also intensified
by the relative isolation of the campus,,\

es.
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Blaek/tthnic Studies

//7introduction

. This section summarises the Black/Ethnic Studies programs
that exist throughout the state: For the most part, these programs
were Implemented luring the late sixtioks, in response to student
demands for courses that do not ignore the experiences and con-

lartions of black persons in America and throughout the world.
of the programs include cultural prOgramming along with

regular academic courses, and provide extensive counseling and
other social services to the black student and others involved
in this area of study.

The individual reports that follow genbrally include this
inforiation (where* available) a).the type of degree or credit
availaPlis b) the history of the program, c) information on the
numbers and type of students enrolled in the courses or programs,
d) the scope of the program, e) information on staff, f) budget
figures, and finally, comments and responses from various per-
sonnel on each campus regarding the nature and goals Of-their
respective programs. Information was obtained from both personal
interviews with persons who run these programs, and from catalogues,"
pamphlets,' and miscellaneous literiture pertaining to Black/Ethnic
.Studiei at each university.

University of Akron

Afrojkmerican Studies at the University of Akron is an inter-
departmental program that enables students to earn certification,
but no degree. The "has been created generally to broaden
the University's curricula in order to meet the needs* of a changing
society. The .goal of the'program is to evolve a solid series of
academic offerings that give students exposure to blaakcul-
ture mot only in the United States context, but from non-United
States traditions in South America; the West Indies, and Africa."
(University of-Akron Bulletin, 1976h7, p.189)

The program-was established in 1971 as v- result of faculty
pressure and. demonstrations by the Black United Students. The pro-.

.-gram' is darected by a faculty member who also holds an appointment
in a' regular' department (preseptIritCoriomits)": Approximately 150
students enroll in ,the` 'courses each quarter.

L
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Bawling Green State University

The Ethnic. Studies Program is an interdisciplinary academic
program that.offers a major or minor in Afro-American StudieS
through the College C: Arts and Sciences. Courses focusing on
Spanish-kericans,.Polish-Americans, and Asian Americans are also
offered, but no midof or minor is offered in any of these fields
at this time. This program is designed to analyze and document
the diversity of the Ameiican cultural experience. The focus is
on.the study and research

4
o various ethnic groups, and the pro-.

.1.

gram's coordinators are c itted to the development of additional
courses and prOgrams pert 'ng to all American,minority groups.
Under. this prOgrp.m, 'Afro-American Studies is designed to provide
a comprAhensive stilly of blacks, with particular emphasis on the
life and experience W the black American people an4 their re-
lationships with blicks throughout the-world.--

The Ethnic Studies Program was instituted in 1970 as the
result of student prOtests. A major was first offered in 1972.
'Originally a facu1ty person held to-,/lold-an appointment in a regu-
lar department. This is no longer requirement, although there-
are currently a number offaculty.with dual .appointments under
Ethnic Studies. and "another department.- The staff includes = a
directOr, two full,time.faculty, foUr part-time faculty, three

.teaching. fellows, six graduate assistants,'tw, full-time secre-
taries, and six student office assistants.

.

,The Ethnid Studies Programi is a division of the
Minority Affairs. All courses are offered through 'a
partment (e.g. history," etd.), and approximate 150
\enroll in the courses each quarter. There are about
student majors.. .

raI State Uhiversit

Office of
regular de-
- 250 students
25 regular

hrough the Biagi Studies pro at, Central State, a student
may earnwa certificate in African Afro-American Studies, although.
no de e is eked: We discussed the rationale for this arrange-

* met wi se persons on .dhimpuel The general consensus is that
since 4e tral ate is a predominately black university, most of
the curti alum already includes -black culture, history, etc. The\
opinlon- persom within the program is that a Black Studies
program.

the

implialErthat black political' scientists, black historians,. htmetc., ate ukehe way different from white members of- the same
profession he interdepar ental program is sponsored 'by
politidal Science Department, with no, special staff or budget.

was ingtiuted in 1969 as a result of student
loillptihas*change'd little since it was begun,.al-

The pr
PreSsure. . The

- though -course re
cli:fferen-e course S 14,

\ .

nts have changed as departmants have -offered .

1
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Presently; there are no students seeking certification in

African and Afro-American Studies. It was estimated that about
six students have sought certification since 1971, although se7er-
ail. hundred students enroll in specified courses each quarter.

The program is not publicized extensively, and persons we
talked to did not think that the program attracted or retained'
minority students. Of course, the fact that Central State has,
been HistoricaUy attended primarily by blacks probably overrides,
all other fact-it's involved in minority enrollment and retention.

The University of Cincinnati

The Departmeht.of Afro-American Studies, in the College of
Arts and/Sciences, is- an interdisciplinary program "`in which students
may' earn- a baccalaureate degree. At the present time a graduate .

program is also being.proposed and developed by the Department.
Students must concentrate in either History, Literature (Humanities),
or Sociology /Anthropology. Courses are offered on the black-ex-
perience in AmeriC4, Africa, and the Caribbean, and there are over
forty courses offered each year.

41
The program was establishe in 1970 and has expandedsteadily

since .that time. The ,staff i presently composed of _seven full-time
and nine part-time faculty members, as well as two secretaries and
a graduate assistant...Members of the Department stress the ilia--; L
portance. of understanding the "interplay of ,forces which Structute.
the' existence of blacks . . . we are dedicat .. the kinds If
research to the kinds of research exploration wh6.4 v411 b_e-
beneficial to each Of youithe *tudents)-and the 't in '..frir
which you live. We feel. that. the tadk, of bribgi ,-ded

,

changes ih this society rests with those- who are , - e ect illy
.

prepared. It is important that we realize that as-bla.. .students
and black people in general we cannot- 'rap' our way throUgh the ..,-
post-technological age which is upon us. Xhe.thwtoric af-the
1970's must be made to service-our struggle for academic excellence
in the 19801s and in thei;199crisp (Mel.Poseyna ail-Young, Infor-
matiOn Booklet: Departpent of Afro -American-Sttips 1977-78, P.-,2)

_members of
-

the Department believe thatee in Afro7.
American SiUdiet.has market-value, and.suggeSt that-gksdkates can
attain jobs in research-, teaching, private and' pUblic,gagencies, and
business: as well go to gradUate Tdhool.

,

.
,,

istudents- ma j oring in Afro-A_ ne -can Studies_ may', j oin the
Association of AfrotAmerican Studies M ors., The ,major goal of
this orgahlptiod'ilclulles1 increasing pllment; supporting the-
Department in_e ion:and dommunicatiori-with blacks' on campus

.,..-

and -in the commu , offering guidanct..-tostudents, communicating with,

. ...
.

.---

J
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other Black Studies departments, setting up a scholarship fund
IP for majors, hand establishing -discussion or study sessions to

promote
reinforcement, motivation, and political awareness.

-The Department also sponsors a niimber of other projects
and programs, including an Afro-Ameriaari Colloquium/Seminar
Series, Stu4ia. Afrl 081111. an international study journal, and the
Study Abroad progrtm. In addition, then Council of- Afro-American

,1 Studies Felfork clods support work for the Department, and the
Africans. 'Research Institute, is presently being developed. :

We were unable to obt Statistics regarding 'die number of
i-tudents'who enroll in' the programs or coUrse,, although the ,

Department ' s Information Booklet states that enrollment has on-
tinued to increase._

Cleveland State University

Black Studies is an interdepartmental program in which stu-
dents may earn a certificate, but no degree. qThe Black Studies
Program is designed to provide all students and faculty, with an
opportunity to develop a deeper appreciation and understanding of
the contributions and experiences of blacks from ancient ciVilita-
tions of Africa to the present. It-seeks to assist all students
in acquiring the information and, attitu 'necessary for living
and working effectively in. a multi-raci society." (Cleveland
State University Bulletin, AUgust 197 p .15)

The prograM was. instituted in 1968 as a result of, student
-") pressure. The staff size was originally three full-time persons,

iS 4 Currently composed of the. director and a secretary. It
administered 'by both the Arts, and Sciences Department amt.:-

; t Division of Special Studies. F_aculty are assigned tO j.ndivid-
ual departments; that is; there' is no faculty member that-ds
str*rtly, at Black Studies instructor.

Approgimately 3500 s Adeilts (40% Clack) enroll in the 'Black
Studies doutses each, semester. The large enrollment is due' pri-
Marily to the fact that Black StUdies- courses mike up abet 50%
of GrOuP (selected courses in y6aAteMpordrY problems) -

Although the 'director dos not fe.el4hat Black Studies= attracts
ority students to the University,: he does noteothat it' helps to .

retain them: He 'also vieffinks -that. the program is underpubIlcivd.-
.

4

The Afro-American Cultural Center is administratively and
budgestarily combined with BlaciE Studies. The original budget was
$1 _0,000.00,, while the 1976/77 'budget was $93/425.00.. The" directorithsNe that the program is both. understaffed and underbudgeted.

to
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Kent .State University

Originally, the Institute of African-American Affairs, then
an independent division, the Depaziment of Pan - African .Affairs
became .a department in Arta and Sciences -in May of 1977. A stu-
dent may earn .a Major or minor in Pan-African Studies. "Specific-
ally, the B.A. degree- . . . integrates, aspects of humanities.'
Social sciences, ant:VP-research and community development." The
Program is both interdisciplinary. and unidisciplinary. That- is,
"each discipline represents,a particular aspect of the findamental'
themes African Affairs." .(Crosby, Six Year ReRort, p.9)

The 'basic objectives the program are: a) to provide an
educationarenylyonment conducive to the intellectual, moral
and cultural development of black students in particular, and
the University community in general; b) to encourage and support
studints! academic achiemement, career development, self-reliance,*
detetmination.and self-actualization; and c) to expand andmain-
tain black enrollment at-Kent State. '(Kent State. University
-Bulletin,' 1976-774

r
p.44)

Ab Additional Programs offered through this-derertment include
the Community Education and Health Program, Communications Skills'
_Workshop On interdisciplinary approach and alternative to fresh-
man Englidh), educational enrichment and Career DeVelopment
Service program, Ommunity Development Work and-Learn, counseling
and supportive services, and Pan-African Cultural Programs. (The
Department has administrative control of the Center for-Pan-Afrcan
Culture.) The Department also aids in recruitmeAk efforts. "4' -

Additional Suppcnt,systems within the. Department of Pan- African.
Affairs include social pro 1-financial aid, and academic
Advising, tutoring assistag:TV other reinforcing serlices.

400 1,500 students enroll in the courses each quarter. The
original budget was $60400.00, and the 1976-77 budget was
$175,000.00. There are.currently five full-time-laculty members
in the Department.

Miami University

Black*orieStudies ist-interdepartmental baccalaureate
program in the -College of Arts andScience, which was institutedL
at\Miami in. 1969 in response, to student demands. At that time a
search committee was formed ho tare a director.for the program,
but a suitable on for t job was not found. 'Ore person was
hired. for o year, but he did not retain. his positioh. As a
result, a member of the search committee be Came the director of
Black World:Studies. The program was Originally given_this name

411- ".
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because it was supposed td' include courses on topics dealing with
blacks other than thbse living in Africa and the United State's.
Howevers'a person-capable of teaching courses of this nature has
never been hired, so that course topics have remained, kimited.

. k

Since the directpr of the program also has full-time teaching
and research responsibilities, her duties as director are limited
.essentially to filling out the required forms and reports. She
does not feel that Miami requires a seperate department of-Black - 4r
Studies, and commented that she considers a degree in Black-Studies
to be' one with no market,value for students. She did not make any
claim as to.whethet or not the program attracted or retained black
students, but did mention that 1.* her opinion the program is worth-
while as a means of exposing white students to perspectives of black-
experiences with which they have previously hicrlittle or no contact.
The courses that-axe offered appear t-o be popular and well attended.
As of August, 1977, there is only one person pursuing a degree in.
Black World Studies at Miami.

Ohio State University

-'The Department. of Black Studies at 0.S.U. offers both a bac-.
calaure ate 'and .masters program, and a.. re cent rules-change now per -
mits

Ai
students to earn minors. The curriculum is interdisciplinary, 1"

and the courses offered are designed to increase the students' under-
standing of black history, art, politics, sociology, economics, and
urban problemS, as well as black philosophy, music, and literature.
The Department emphasizes the urgency of developing closer workipg
relations, between the. University and black communities, so that saial
problems might be identified and remedied. Students participate ill,
key policy-making committees in this Department. "The .purposes of :
the Department are-to establish a branch of the University curriCu--
lum which speaks directly to the needs, aspiration, and history of
blacks in America and to establish programs which focus upon the
lives and problems of urban and rural 'black Americans and actually
involve the participation of these AO,ople., The Department also em-
phasizes the strengtheng of tiesb4itween black Americans and Afri-
can peoples throughout the. world.c(Department of Black Studies
Curriculum Guide, p. 3)

In a4ftition to the academic curriculum" Department parti-
cipates in other activities. The Black Studies-Library provides-re-
sources in support of the curriculum. A lecture series is sponsored,
and the Black Studies -Community Extension Center offers a variety
of social, cultural, and academic services for the local community.
These services include the College Educational Opportunity Program,
which offers community residents a chance to learn, without being
enrolled in the University. Radio and television brbadcasts are made
throughout central Chit. The Department also advises studeilts
financial aid mattere:-
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0 In 1968, students4emanded a Black Studies program. Black Studiei
was originally esttblished as a:division in 1969. In 1972 it be-
dame a defkrtment in the College of Humanities of the School of

.Arts and_ Sciences. The program was initially funded with $160,000,
and the present budget, which has been frozen since 1974,4s
$525,000. The Department has been seeking a Black Cultural Center,
but political and bureaucratic problems have prevented is realization.

Ohio,State -has one of the largest Black Studies programs in the
country. The staff includes 23 faculty members, the Director of the
Black Studies Library, an administrative coordinator for Information
and Services, and five secretaries. The Department offers 63 under-
graduate courses and 26 graduate courses. The chairperson of the
Department thinks that the program is both understaffed and under-
budgeted. He says that the program definitely attracts and retains
black students, but more study and greater effort should be put into
problems.of retention.

Ohio University

The Afro-American Studies Program at Ohio University is a
four year program through which students can obtain an interdisci-
plinary baccalaureate degree. Students may focus on the social
sciences, humanities, and literatu or on education and psycho-
logy. The entire program is divided nto two components: The Black
Studies Institute and the Black Reso e Center.

The program was institute_Ad in 1969 in response to student de-
mands. From 340 to 450 students enroll in courses each quarter, and
there are about 35 regular majors in the program.. The staff consists
of five full-time faculty members and about twelve part-time staff
members, including some student;assistants. The budget is roughly
$254,000_per year.

D. (-
When asked if the program has had a significant effect on

minority enrollment, the director responded that while the tradition
of a large black student population at Ohio Univelpity predates the
programiothe program has probably had some accelelkting- impact on
eprollment. He also noted that programs of this type are in strong
need of supportive services (tutoring, counseling, social and cul-
tural programming, etc..) . The staff of the Institute is currently
working with the Provost on the implementation of support systems
to aid and retain minority students at the University.

University of Toledo

Black Studies .at this univerSity, is an interdepartmental bac-
calaureate'program within the University College. Students may also

*
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earn.a teaching certificate in Black Studies. The program was in-
stituted in 1971 as a result of student and faculty pressure, with 4
an originaf staff size 'of one. At the present time a central office,
with a staff Of two persons, supervises the program and provides.aca--.
demic_counseling.. Approximaly 200 students enroll in Black' Studies
courses each quarter, and thijire are presently two Black Studies majors .

The director of the prograi does not feel that Black Studies
tends to attract black students to the University, but he does feel
that it helps to retain them.' He added that the program is well cs_

publicized, and stressed the importance of the interdisciplinary vi
aspect of the program in.the following manners "The fact that the
program is interdlsciplinary means that the expertise of many facul-
ty persons can be brought to bear on such matters as a) continual
curriculum development, b) specialized academic advising for students,
c) appropriate ways to publicize courses to students, and d) construc-
tive criticism of our program 'versus other programs across the coun-
try:-

Youngstown State University

The Black Studies Program at this university is an inter-
departmental baccalaureate program in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Students may also earn a minor in Black Studies. "The purpose of this
interdisciplinary major is to facilitate the academic investigation
and analysis of the historical, social, and aesthetic impact of the
people of African descent on American society and the world. It
also providps for the systematic study of the problems confronting the
modern multi-ethnic world." Black Studies provides various services.
In addition to academic programming, cultural events are also spon-
sored through this program. Counseling is provided, including aca-
demic advising for students seeking a major or minor, and informa-
tion and guidance is available regarding financial aid. The pro-
gram personnel are active in the recruitment of minority students,
and provide assistance to minority organizations on campus.

The Black Studies Program was established in 1970, 'respoyfie
to the suggestion of an ad hoc co, tee whdth had been assigns to
study the University purriculum - propose program of study
this area. A baccalaureate program was puovt4ed in 1972. The struc-
ture of the program has changed minirmily since that time,,but the
number of courses, and consequently, the number of students e'ntolled
has increased over the years. ApproAimately 300 students enroll
in the courses each quarter and there are about ten majors.

The administrative staff .presently consists of a diectcirl a
cosihselor, a secretary, and a student assistant: Twelve faculty
members are involved in the program, but they are assigned to
se rate departments throughout the lJniverhity.
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The Vast majority of people that we talked to in the area of
Black Studies stressed the impOrtant,role of Black Studies programs
in the acadelie and parson_ l lives of minority students. These
programs not.onlY serWe as an attractive feature when a student is
considering the merits of attending a certain university, but also
they serve as a particularly effective force in retaining students.'
once they have enrolled. In regards to this, we found that.programs
which were not solely academic in nature (i.e. programs whilh were
nvolved in either caural.or social programming, such as Kent State
nd Ohio State) apps d to have thy' most extensive effect on the
norilly Student,. Several program directors commented on the need

f BlIck Studies programs to provide academic, social, and cultural
a nues for the minority students. To further reinforce the secure-
of these notions, we found a relatively strong correlation between
the strength of Black Studies programs and the level of minority
student enrollment. (See statistical analysis pai).

Three of the twelve state universities stand out as having
exceptionally strong academic programs in the area of Black Studies.
The University of Cincinnati's Department of Afro-American Studies
has seven full-time faculty members, and offers a broad.range of
courses and eounseling services. The Department of Pan-African Affairs
at Kent State University is exceptional in both the scope of its
academic of ngs and the extensive support servt s provided within
the Departure . It appears to be an excellent e le of well co-
ordinated, academic and social /cultural jorogramming Finally, Ohio
State University's Department of Black Studies, wit 23 faculty mem--
bens, and programs which offer both baccalaureate d masters de-
grees, must be singled out as the most extensive p ogram in the
state. The budget for this department, at $525,7, is also the
largest of its kind in. the state.

Schools that also appear to have strong programs include Ohio
-University, Bowling Green, Youngstown State University, and the Uni-
versity of Toledo. Sthools whose programs appear to be fairly'weak
include the University of'*Akron andMiami University. Wright State
is the only state university which makes no, specific provisions
for.BlaCk Studies academic programming.

As noted in the intrbduction to this section, most of -the
Black Studies programs were set up in the late sixties in response
to student activism. With the subsequent decline in student activism
in the last few.wears, some of the-se programs have lost their ini-
tial momentum. Nollonger recsixj* as much pressure: from students,
administrators havOrnot always given the continuing support the programs
need. Financial crises at' some universities have contributed to a .

Loss of monetary support. This trend is not unique to Ohiol "Whole-
sale cutbacks in operating budgets and student financial. aid, coupled
with intellectual 'ambush by academic critics, halie crippled or

M
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gestroyed dozens ef black studies departments and programs agFossthe country. In 1971, some 500 schotls provided full-scale Mackretudies programstoday (1974), that figure has dropped.to 200."
(Robert L. Allen, "Politics of the Attack on Black Studies", The
slack Scholar, September, 1974, p. Although some of the pro-%
graths discussed in this section have had problems of underbudgeting,
none of the programs has been totally disbanded. It is also Im-portant to note that many of the Black Studies programs are relative-
ly nex.programs irb»a recently developed discipline. Therefore, itis particularly important that these prOgrams do not sufZer budget
cutbacks which could prohibit them from developing during their Vperiod of growth.

The legitimacy-of Black Studies programs has often been questioned
on both -academic and:cpolitical grounds. In a time of waning public 4/attention to the case against racism, it is particularly importantto note the significant role Blatk%Studies plays. in higher education.As one noted authoF presents this' .

....Thoughtfully and honestly conceived, and
effectively administered Black Studies are...a
threat. They are -a threat to blatant ignorance
of well-meaning people who are supposed to know
the truth about the entire history and culture
of their country and its people. They are a
threat to prejudice and bigotry nourished by fear
of the half-truths and unadulterated lies that
miseducation has produced. They are a threat to
apathy and inertia in vital matters that require
action now. They are a threat to false and dis-
torted scholarship that has flourished without
condemnation or shame in the most prestigious
bastions of higher education in tpis nation. 1

In view of the progressive role.of institutions of ,higher
education, it is essential that administrators be urged 'to continuetheir support of existing Black Studies programs at Iteir\universities..
Even in a time of financial' cutbacks' in higher education, Special
attention should be payed to the effect budget cutbacks and, freezes .may have on newly created programs such as Black Studies. the Black
Studies prograMs in the Ohio state 'universities do not appear, to
have.stiffered as severely as 'some programs .in the nation. HoWever,
administrators 'should take an hona4t look at their commitment to
the Black Studies programd they have helped to establish.

1. Nick Aaron Ford, Black Studies (Fort Washington, New York:
Kennicut Press-, 19737, pP. 188-189.



IntroductipA

Black/Ethnic 'Cultural 'Centers

4
Of Ohio'45 twelve state universities, seven centerS

'designed to promote cultural awarenesa to the uni ity commU-'
ty. While mosIpot the information contained in th following
sriea.was drawn from bulletins, reports, and interviews,
ordatian for Miami and Bowling Green was taken primarily from
poial of the centers that will be open In the fall of 1977.

It .is important to note that the needs of the minority
communities differ between universities. For this reason, the
following summaries are not intended to strictly compared
service for service.

The University of Akron
-

The Black Cultural Center at the University of-Akron develops
and coordinates pr rams that are relevant to the black cultural
experience, Prbgrams areildesigned to give the college community
members an ongoing exposure to the accomplishments of blacio in the
areas of history, . religion, drama, music, -literature, politics
and government,"and the cultural heritage of blacks in generml.
The Center's administrative staff- is responsible for coordinating
the activities of all black student organizations on campus, al-
though each group maintains its autonomy. Through programs sponsor-
ed by the Center students can develop skills in music, drama, art,
and literary techniques. The Center Also serves'as alink between*
the University and the local bladk.comwnity. Evening activities
include workshop* with partiCipants frpm the public schools and
the local adult community.

The BlackCultural Center was established i, 1973 in response
to sttdent demands -and was originally 4Frt of.the academic Afro
AmegA.canStudies program. The establishment of the Center created,
somiPproblems at the University. Some academic department members
perceived the Black Cultural Center as "just another black program" -
without academic valitity; and generated to appease black Students.
The Director of the Center is unmistakably strong in his conviction
concerning the significance of and need for a Center that will give
black students the opportunity to develop positive self images,

-

lea= about their ,historiOally significant and culturally rich biack-
ground,

and tedevelop skills which will elpance their academicpotential.. According to the Director, the Center maintains a low
priority status because of its non-academic emphasis. Director.
John Wilson told us: "While I tend to agree that colleges and univ-.
ersit teirovide optimum opportunity for ail students to excel
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academically, I do in fac question the validity of the objec-
tive when it does -not cons der one's cultural background and life-
Style as part-and parcel o tir total educative process. .You can
nbt achieve success in educating the total man by forcing him to
conform to a single cultural pattern outside of his belief and
.1Westyle."

.

The. Director also thinks that funding is inadequate. Funds
foeprograms have decreased since 1973. ($20,000.00 in 1973-74;
$15,000.00 in 1974-75: $17,000.00 in 1976-77).

The Center is under the supervision of the sisiant Vice
Provost. Its concentration is toward student se ice6, although
it provides further programs on' the black experi ce for the
general University community. The staff' includes one secretary,
a coordinator ofoeveniong actlxities, a volunteer c unity or-
ganizer, student directors of various black,,studen 'organizations,
and student assistapts:'

BowlinitGreen State University

Although there is no formal cultural center for minority
students at B.G.S.U., the Amami - a room dedicated to black stu-
dents in 1970 - is primarily used for black cultural and social.
activities: Other minority cultural activities are sponsored
through other departments and programs on campus.

A proposal is being written to establish a Third World Cul-
tural Center that will provide creative and cultural experiences
to minority students, faculty, staff, and the University community.
The proposal or the Third World Cultural Center includes pro-
visions staff from the Student Activities--Office, and the. Student
.Development Program. University personnel stated that the
Center is expected to be formally established during the 1977-78
schoolyear.

Cleveland State, University

E

The Afro-Atherican Cultural Center at. Cleveland State University
is primarily a gallery and an office which arranges plays and con-
certs, rather than'a center for general social activities. The
CeitterPconsists of a gallery-type-structure, which displays the
art of African, American, and Brazilian blacks. The atmosphere
is complemented, by African music.. While the Center is specific-
ally geared towards meeting minority needs, other students make
use of the Center also.
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The Center was .established in October, 1970! primarily in .response to student demands. The administration "acted expediently"
but since then, nothing has been done to "bolster" the program.

The Center is a division of Black Studies, which is under the
dUpervision Of Special Studies. The staff is composed of a di.;;-
ector and one secretaryp.and'additional assistance is provided'by
work-study students. The; director thinks that the budget is inade-
quate, in that it doe6 not permit him. the economic freedom to
.sponsor programs he considers important to the community. He is

Cleveland ate.
unsure whether or not the Center attracts black students to

--)

Kent State University

One of the many support systems ofuthe Department of Pan-,
AfrNgan Affairs at Kent State is the Center of Pan-African Culture.The niter functions as a means of promoting the awareness of black
culturalactivities and contributions, for minority students and
t1-e University community. Cultural programming is designed to
complement the academic programming of the Department of Pan-African
Affairs.

"Programs are created to focus on the lives and cultural
affairs of Africans in America, on the Continent, and in the Car-
ibbean. A considerable portion of these programs will be designed
by slack students themselves to meet their needs." (Six-Year Report

if = uation of th- nstitut of African American Affairs, Zdward.
Crosby and 'staff e physical facilities of the Center include
seminar rooms, an informal lounge, .a. library and reading _rooms,
equipment for Serving food, exhibiting art, ,showing, films; and-space
for. dances and other social-functions. A completely outfitted
theater has been in operation sing, 197k.

Miami University

A Multi - Cultural Center was instituted in the fill of 1977
at Miami University. Most' of the informal .on in this summary comes
from the.proposal.for the Center, because at the time that this in-
formation was compiled the' Center had not yet been established.
The proposal describes it in the following manner: "The Center
should be a social center - a place\where students, staff, and
.fatulty of all races may meet and interact . . . A service- center,
a place from which black organizatio;s may Originate, plan and
expedite service projects for the Miamiikiniversity Oxford community
. . . a'repository for black culture, hiitory, literature.and art

. . The Center, while maintaining a black perspective, and thrust
should be multi-cultural in scope .. . The Center should not be
exclusive, but inclusive."
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"The results of this center, the actual benefits to Miami
and Oxford should be improved hUman relations. The Center should.
in fact, serve to heal the sickness that exists in this communityuftween different cultures."

4
The Multi-Cultuial Center is now under the supervision oft* Office of Student Affair'. It was proposed that the staffshould consist of a director and either one graduate assistant -

or seveval-undergraduates. Instead, approval was given for es-
tablishing one.graduate assistantihip, for the director's position.
and if a grant is obtained, another aisistantship. It.war also
proposed that the BlaCk Student Action Association be combined
with the Center, and a Midget figure of $23,000430,000 was recom-mended. The actual budget allocation was $10.70 for the-Center..
and $6,900 for B.S.A.A. Although the Center' grid the Black Stu...nt
.Action AsSociation may cooperatively use funAs, they

o
still ma ,

tain separate budgets.

Ohio University

The Black Resource Center at Ohio University fIctionA as a
support service for the Black Studies Institute, with twia funda-mental functions. First, it handles 80% okspecificalij minority
programming-at Ohio University.. Secondly; the Center provides
three types of counaelings a) a freshmen Outreach program which
identifies incoming freshmen and-assists with adjustment- problemsb) other outreach counseling services whereby the staff attempts 4to identifiy and assist in problem areas, and c) general counselingfor students who come in on their own initiative or through ire-,ferrals.

The- Center was instituted in 1970, one year after its aca-demic counterpart. The Center has become more visible since its
inception. Also, past trends show that counseling is taking prd-
cedence over programming.

The Center, along with' the Black Studies InStitute, makes 'up.the Center for Afro- American Studies, which is under the division of
Academic Affairs. IThe'etaff of'the-,Center includes one full-time
director, a full-time secretay, three part-time counselors,.and
two.undergraduate-students.

. Along with the Black ResourceiCenter,_the Lindley_ Student Cen-
ter is a, social and recreational facility for blackstudents. The
programs are geared towards blacks, though the Center itsaf is
not exclusively .or black students. All students, especially inter-national

exposure .to black culture. The Center has a range' of programs,
Including recr4ational, social service,_and educational /cultural

.

.programmirig-:

k studen , are engouraged to frequent the Center, to strengthen
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The Bolipga Black Cultural Resources Center at 1Wright
State is a facility that collects materials concerning black
people in America and abroad. The .Center als9 sponsors lectures
and seminars by noted speakers,as well as theCserformances and
exhibitions by, black artists. The purposes DIP the Center are
a) to promote an understanding of the culture and heritage of
black Americans, b) to put black studies resource materials in
a centralised and easily accessible location,. c), to encourage
research on black people or to aid in solving problems for the
black community, aad d) to work on the advancement of blacks in
the creative arts.

The Center was instituted in January, 1971, as a result of
student pressure during the previous year. Ofiginally the Center
fccueed more on African and Afro-American culture, with minimum
effort toward career development. However, there is now program
designed .to get young minority students (elementary and secondary
school) interested-in the sciences. The staff also does i_ nformal
counseling in an effort to aid students with, problems.

The Center is under the supervision of the Provost and an
Executive Vice President. The staff is composed of a director, an
assistant director,- a. secretary, and ten work-study students. The
Director feels that the Provost and Vice President are very recep-
tive to the Center,.and he feels he has a gOod rapport with them.
However, he believes that the rest of the University community is,
for the most part, unreceptive.

Approximately 150 student's use the' Center each day. The
Director feels that the Center does help to attract minority stud-
ents to the UniverSity, and to retain them.as well.

Su Binary

A Black Cultural Center can assume one or more of many possible
functions. It might be a museum where African art and cultural
artifacts are collected-and-didPlayed. It-might be a center for
resources, referrias:' counseling, or,tutoring. It might serve as
a catalyst for affirmativp action or as a source of consciousness--
raising.. It might provide cultur _and social programming, or it
may be merely a place where student, can meet and interact. Some
of these servItces are provided by other areas of the university;
some are.not.. .The best cultural centers are those that seek Oat
the needs lof each community, determine whether ark not these needs
are being met elsewhere, and build their programs\accordihgly.
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Ohio University's Black Resource Center provides what we con-
sider a comprehensive program. A major problem cited by many Ohio
University administrators was the need forlsupport services for
minorities. The Black Resource Center at tibu. is attempting to
fill this need through its counseling program, tutoring and study
skills courses, referrals, and the like. Another problem is the
campus's distance from an urban area and the resultant transition-
al problems experienced by many blacks. In response to this prob-
lem, the Black Resource Center provides minority cultural programming.
In addition, the Center promotes awareness through many of the
programs it offers, and acts as a liason between the University and
the surrounding community.

The Bolinga Black Cultural Resource Center of Wright State
University deserves recognition for its attempt to interest blacks
in those departments traditionally closed to them, such as engin-
eering and the hard sciences. It is the only Cultural Center in
the state w1th sit emphasis on programs for pre-college students,
and we think this is a very positive and innovative view of the
many possible functions of a Black Cultural Center.

This is not to say that cultural centers should pick up all of
the slack in minority services. The point is, rather, that centers
should be sensitive to the community and have the flexibility to
re-order theA. priorities. Limited resources are often the cause
of a center's limited role within the university, and this inten-
sifies the need for responsible priorities. Howeyer, it seems
clear that one thing accomplished by maintaining a cultural center
on campus is the implementation of programming specifically directed
to the lifestyle and interests of minority students, which is all
too often neglected by regular programming and and support facilities.

Most of the center directors we spoke with agreed on the
importance a close affiliation with a Black/Ethnic Studies depart-
ment. As one Black Studies director noted, "It's rather insulting
to have your culture labeled as 'extra-curricular'". In addition,
many student needs may be more readily identified through academic
departments, especially in the area of support services. Further-
more, there are some advantages to being funded as an academic
department, if only to partake in a little of the air of legitimacy
academic departments have traditionally-held.

met
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Statistical Analysis

tAIntroduction

Our statistical analysis is designed to determine the rela-
tive significance of various factors which contribute to freshmen
minatity student enrollment in the twelve state universities.
After isolating and indexing the predictor variables under consid-

'oration, we .attempted to determine the relative weight of each of
these factors through correlation and multiple regression analyses.
Therefore, the following section describes the predictor and cri-
terion variables and summarizes the results of the multiple re-
gression analysis.

Predictor Variables

1) Proximity to a substantial minority population. The use of
this variable was based on two premises. First ,of all, most of the
schools located near centers of large population fall into the cate-
gory of drban-commuter schools. Therefore, these schools attract
many students who are commuters and who wish to live near their
present community. Since we defined substantial minority population
as any metropolitan area with a minority population of 20,000 or more,
it is highly likely that these schools will attract "a higher per-
centage of minority students. Secondly, in the interviews we did
with. many university staff-persons throughout the state, we dis-
covered that it is particularly important for minority students.to
be located close to a minority cultural center (i.e., an urban
center which would provide a more home-like community). Therefore,
we expected a strong relationship between minority enrollment and
Proximity tp a large urban center, or schools with a large commuter
population...1-

We used the following categories to measure.proximity.to a
large minority population. 1-10 miles was rated 5; 11-20 miles 4;
21-30 miles 3; 31-40 miles 2; and 40 or more miles 1. Considering
that proximity to a minority population is a variable which the
university cannot control, we gave it special statics in the mul-
tiple ingression analysis. (See p. 93)

2) Cost. To obtain a compatible data base, we used the costs as
listed in the College Scholarship Service's Annual Report on Student
Expenses.4 For the ,University of Akron, Cleveland State University,
-Wright Spate University, the University of Toledo, and Youngstown
§-tate University we used the cost for a commuter student. For the
University of Cincinnati, which has a lafrge proportion of both com-
muter and residential students, we used the mean of the cost for a
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commuter student and the cost for a residential student. For the
remaining universities, we used the cost for a residential student.

The figures on cost were provided on a yearly basis so. that
we adjusted the costs to compensate for inflation from year to
.year. We chose to do this because, although a school may have
been the most expensive university in 1973, when this cost is com-
pared to the costs for 1976, the school does not appear to be as
expensive relative to the other schools. To adjust for this fac-
tor, we divided each of the cost figures for a particular school
by the mean cost of all the schools for that year. Also we ex-
pected that as cost went up, minority enrollment would g& down.
To attain a positive index for this relationship, we adjusted the
cost by a base number. Thus, the,cost equation was: 2 - (actual
cost / mean cost for that year).

3) Financial Aid Data. We expected that schools which offered
greater amounts of financial aid would be more attractive to min-
ority and other economically disadvantaged students, many of whom
would not be able to attend a university without some form of fi-
nancial aid. The most. precise and efficient data we could have
used would have been the average amount of dollars awarded to each
minority student as a percentage of the determined need per minor-
ity student. However, this data is part of the confidential state-
ments, and subsequently not available for use. Instead, we chose
to use the average dollar amount per minority student awarded through
three federally funded programs:. The National Direct Student Loan,
The Supplementary Education#1 Opportunity Grant, _and The College
Work-Study Program. These ograms represent the majOr proportion
of the federally awarded fihancial aid, and each of the universities
participates in these programs in a relatively similar manner. The
information for these three programs was obtained from the Federal
Fiscal Operations Reports filed by each university each September.
,(Therefore, the data for 1976 had not been prepared at the time of
',Ads study.)

We expected that the amount of financial aid needed would be
affected to some degree by the cost of the particular university.
Thus, the financial aid index equation was: (federal dollars awarded
to minority students / the number of minority recipients) / the
actual cost of the university. (For a more detailed explanation
of the financial aid variable see pp.12-15)

.

4) Strength of Black Studies Program. Afievected that a strong
Black Studies program would be likely to 11-11.1ft a significant effect
on the matriculation and retention of minority students. To index

_the strength of each program, we sent a questionnaire to each direct-
or, or chairperson, requesting that they rate the relative strength
of their respective program by using the following criteria:-student
use; whether or not there was a baccalaureate program; number and
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variety of courses; budget allocations; staff size; the recep-
tiveness of administrators, faculty, and students; and any other
fignificant factors. The person w asked to make a_separate
rating for each of the four years Prom September 1973 through
September 1976. We compared eagh of the ratings with our own
ratings to check for any discrepancies or bias. The rating
scale used was a straightforward 0 - 5 scale, ranging from no
program to a very strong program.

5) 'Strength of Minority Cultural Programming. The strength of
minority cultural programming, efforts can have an effect on min-
ority enrollment in two ways. First, the availability of strong
social and cultural programs. will encourage the entrance of min-
ority students. Secondly, these same programs will provide a
reinforcing (more home-like) environment, which should increase
the.retention of minority students.' Also, we expected that a
university located further from-a large cultural center would have
to provide more cultural programs and activities to create an
environment similar to a university which is located near a large
cultural center. With these considerations, we rated the strength
of minority cultural progi-Mming at each institution according to
the followiAg,criteria: the receptivity of the University program
board ,to the interests of minority students; the designation of
minority programming boards or offices; the number, variety,
and funds allocated for minority student organizations and social
activities; the aggressiveness of programming efforts throughout
the university; and other considerations relevant to each univ-
ersity (e.g. the size of the student'population, location of school,
etc.). The rating scale used to index the variable was a 1 to 5
scale, ranging from very, weak to very strong minority programming
efforts..

6) . §=y:LAgag.andCounseli-SethofMinoritstutozServices. We
expected that tutoring and co eling .services would affect minority
student enoilment in a manner ' ar to- the effect of minority pro-
gramming (see discussion abc ) ; Also, we recognize the need for
tutoring and counselirsg services~, both academic and personal, that
are sensitive to the situations of minority students. Thus,, we
developed a rating of tuttotlaland counseling services.on the
basis of the following priteriAr,the availability and usage of tutor-
ing and counseling; the student/tutor and student/Counselor'ratiosi
the level of funds allocated for ,these services; the designktion of
specifically minority services and.offices; and other. programs,
offices, and related services. .Once,again, a 1 to rating scale
was used ranging from very weak to very, strong.

1
For more infortation see Where Colleges Are and Who Attends - Effects

Accessibility on College Attendance. Berkeley, Ca: Carnegie Comm. 1972.

at Post-Secondary Institutions
York: College Scholarship

-For more information see Student Expenses
James B. Allen and-Elizabeth Suchar. New
Service, 1973 -7I through 1975-76.
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Criterion Variables

The criterion variables we considered in our analysis were
figures for' main campus, full-time, entering undergraduate fresh-
men for each fall session, 1973 to 1976: We attempted to gather
these figures using the racial/ethnic breakout employed by the
Civil Rights Commission of the Dept. of Health, Education, and
Wolf . At present, these categories are Afro-American, Amer-
ican, an; Oriental American, Spanish American, Other Minority,
and . Due to inconsistencies in the gathei-ing and usage of
these categories at the various institutions, we condensed the
categories into Afro-American (black), Other Minority, and Total
Minority. Thus, we compiled the data in accordance with these
three categories, and used the figures as the percentage of the
total first-time freshmen enrollment

After considerable analysis, we found it most expedient to
eliminate the categories of Other and Total Minority for the
correlation and regression analyses. Mere are numerous reasons
for this decision. First of all, the predominant number of minority
students at each university are black. This racial/ethnic category
not only represents the majority of all minority students, but
also this category is the one which presents the least statistical
bias and confusion. It is frequently the case that the other
Minority categories contain foreign students, and other peculiar
data which could-only bias the usefulness of the figure's for
this study. In at least one case, there was a "fad- of listing
one's self as a "Native American ", which for one year at Ohio
University sent this category 'soaring from 3.1% to 14.5%. Due
to this and other cases of incompatible usage of the other minority
categories, we found that using the figures for blacks represented
the most appropriate information for this: study. Therefore, the
dependent variable 'which we used to measure the effects of each
of the independent variables is the percentage of "main campus,
full-time, 'Ma:lot-time, black freshmen" (excluding transfers, foreign
students, and other special cases).



Descriptive Statistics

This section includes means, standard deviations, and correl-
ation coefficients for the major predictor and criterion variables
in our analysie. Also included are numbers and percentages of
first-time freshmen enrollment for each school by each year. The
predictor variable ratings for each school have not been recorded
in this section. We refer the reader to the summaries and con-
clusions at the end of each section which provide some comparative
analysis of each school, where appropriate. The asterisks in the
correlation coefficients table (p.86) designate the variables which
are significant at the .05 and .01 levels ( = .05; and 44* = .01).
These variables will be discussed in the multiple regression analysis
following these tables.

it or Variable Names

Predictor Variables

DISTCULL - Proximity to a substantial
minority population,
see 'p:81

4

SERVRATB - Strength of minority
tutoring and counsel-
ing services, see p. 83

PROGRATB Stretwth of minority
cultural programming,'
see pp. 82-83.

BESTSTR - Strength of Black Studies
programs, see p.82

COST - Adjusted to mean of 1,
` see p.81

COSTU - Actual cost of school,
see Cost, p.81

KFEDBL - Federal financial aid
for black students, see p. 82
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PFRENRBL -

-PFREVROT -

PFREVRTM -

PFREVRWH -

.Variables

I

% main campus,
full-time,
first-time,
black freshmen

% "other
minority"

% "total
minority"

% "white"
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% change.
1971 1976
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75
76
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76

Cincinnati 73
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\,_.

.

,

6.1
7.9
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5.3
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14.8
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15.7
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2.0
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5.3
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T 10.0
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+ 9.3

69.1

allw.

Soo 120tOilage at end of this section. .( sn. p. 94)
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We used a least-squares multiple regression with Maximum R2
(variance accounted for) improvement as our predictor selection

mode), using: DISTCULL, COST, SERVRATB, PROGRAT and BLSTSTR.
criterion. Our final regression model variable -

The criterion variable used was PPREMBL. The pie ctor variable -

DISTCULL was forced to enter the regression model
qi
first, due to

its status as the least controllable variable (i:e., a school
cannot alter its geographical location). The tables on p.95-
present the best two and three variable models in the regression
analysis.

*In the correlation analysis there apps to be two clusters of
highly interrelated predictor variables whi are independently re-
lated to the variable PPRENRBL. The first cluster is composed of
DISTCULL and COST with a correlation coefficient of .541. The sec-
ond cluster of variables is composed of-SERVRATB, PROGRATB, AND
BLSTSTR. These-three variables are highly inte rc orre late d, al -
though they are correlated to the criterion variable in varying
degrees. When placed in the regression model, these clusters
gryuped together as suggested by the correlation analysis. After
DIST LSTSTR, and. PROGRATB were entered into the regression
model, _addition of the variables COST and SERVRATB prOvided
a minimal improvement in the R4 statistic.

The regression analysis reveals that the strongest factors
affecting minority student enrollment are in the second cluster.
of variables. This suggests that a school can substantially in-
crease its attractiveness to minority students by increasing the
strength of. its Black Studies, minority cultural programming, and
tutoring and counseling services. DISTCULL and COST seem toplay
a secondary role in their effect on minority student enrollment.
Nevertheless, we cn conclude that an institution with higher cost
or more distant from -a substantial minority population would have`
to provide more services and programs to have the same degree of
attractiveness as an institution located in an urban area. There
is some evidence for this in the fact that universities located
near a large urban area often have a more substantial minority
population to draw: from, and there are normally more cultural and"
social activities: available in the nearby area.. This can be con-
trasted to rural residential schools with a small minority popula-
tion in the surrounding community, and therefore less activities
available outside the immediate campus area.

Cincinnati and Ohio State appear to provide fairly solid cases
of schools which rank high in both clusters of variables, and have
had significant increases in their minority enrollment. Also, con-
trast is possible between three or four rural-residential univer-
sities like Bowling Green, Ohio U., Kent State, and Miami. These
schools display a considerable variance in the services, programs,
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and overall minority student recruitment and retention efforts, as
well as seemingly parallel discrepancies in the size of their
minority student populations. The implications of the above cases
and their Relation to the findings" of the statistical analysis
are discussed in greater deta4.1 in the General Conclusions of
this report.

Footnotes

1.. The figures ftr Kent State for all four years are estimates
based on a,sample of applications records done by several members
of our research team. These are the only applications figures in
the enrollment data:table. In. our sample, we could not tell.if the
applicant enrolled or not, thud the figures do not represent thet
racial /ethnic breakdown of final enrollees. Compared to Kent State's
actual level of minority enrollment (6-8%), these figures are some-
what high. We have included them to increase the number of ob-
servations in our regression analysis, although the same model
,without the Kent figures showed an Insignificant change in the
variance accounted for. TIle reader should note that the Kent State
figures should not be diredtly compared with the figures in
the table.

2. The 19734'74, 1974,75pand 1975-76 figures for Miami Univer-
sity are based on rough estimates provided to us by the Admissions
Office at Miami. The deviation of these figures from the actual
figures'should be quite small.

3. The figures for Ohio State are estimates based on the calcula-
tion of the average ratio of blacks to total minorities for all schools
in a particular year. This ratio was multiplied by the actual num-
ber of total minorities in that year. Thus, for.Ohic State 1973-74
the equation was: (number of blacks - all schools /973 / number of
total minorities - all schools 1973) x (number of total minorities --
Ohio State 1973).

4. The figures for Wright State are est&mates based on the..: same
equation as Ohio State. (Set previous footnote)- .
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141,101ii IMPROVEMENT FOR CRITERION VARIABLE PFRENRBL

THE mu to Is AN Inure VARIABLE

11 OBSERVATIONS DELETED DUE TO MISSING VALUES

STEP 2 Variable BLSTSTRentared , R2 2 0,48983682

SUM OF SWARM

Rogrosrlao N

Error

Total 32

0.03581722

0,037,0350

0.07312072P'--

INTEICEBTr. STD ERROR

intiroipt .-0013V/131
DISTCULL 041376032

BLST5111 , . 001629394

0,0045766

000358389

MEAN SQUARE

041790861

0,00124345

TYPO II SS

041362022

0,02571799

/F

14,40

HOB F

04001

?ROB F

10,95 0.0024

20,68 0.0001



General Conclusions

As noted throughout the text of this report, the factors
which affect minority student enrollment can be divided into two
primary. areas: those factors which pertain-to the recruiting of
minority students; and those factors which pertain to efforts to
retain minority students.* The factors which most directly affect
the recruiting of minority students are admissions_ policies and
practices admissions requirements, orientation programs,
_etc), the availability of financial aid; the geographical loca-'
tion, the cost, and other variables which enhance the attractive-
ness of the institution (e.g., a large minority student population,
special academic programs, etc.). The factors which most directly
affect the retention of minority students are,the availability of
academic programs and special services (e.g., Black Studies and
other minority-oriented curilculume remedial/developmental programs,
tutoring and counseling services, etc.) and social and cultural
programs .aid activities directed at minority students (Black Cultur-
al Centers, Minority Cultural Programming Boards, minority student
organizations, etc.). All of these,programs and services must be
backed by university monetary commitment, and the efforts of univ-
ersity personnel.

TO provide some basis for comparison, Ohio's state universi-
ties may be divided into three categories: urban-commuter, urban-
residential, and rural-residential. The urban-commuter schools
are "the University of Akron, Cleveland State'University, the Univ-
ersity of Toledo, Wright State University, and Youngstown State
University. These schools have predominantly commuter student
populations, and are located in or near a large urban center. The
urban-residential institutions are the University of Cincinnati
and Ohio State University. Both of these schools havec,substantial
numbers of on-campus residents and both are located in a large
urban center. The rural-residential universities are Bowling Glten
State University, Kent St e University, Miami University, and
Ohio University. These s hools are located in areas fairly dis-
tant from a large urban grate r, and a large proportion of each school's
student population lives on campus. Central State University has
not been included in this analysis due to its having the only
predominantly minority student population.

Due to the urban location and the large commuter population,
the urban-commuter schools, as a general rule, do-not need to pro-
vide a highly concentrated effort in the area of social and cultural
activities. Yet, in responding to the needs of the immediate com-
munity, these schools should Provide stronger remedial/developmental,
tutoring, counseling, continuing education, and community outreach
programs. Since these schools have large minority populations in
the immediate area we can expect two things: 1) the level of min-
ority student enrollment at these institutions will frequently be
higher than at institutions that are distant from a large cultural
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center,. and 2) a university which responds to the needs of the
surrounding community will-strengthen its standing in the com-
munity, and therefore increase 'its minority student population.
The two schools which best exemplify this are Cleveland State
University and the University of Toledo.

Cleveland State-instituted "Project Grow" in the early.
1970's to attract and retain more minority students to the Univ-
ersity. This progressive recruitment program, along with in-
creased support service through the Student Development Program,
significantly increased the level of minority student enrollment.
"Project Grow" was discontinued when minority enrollment reached
the desired level, and since that time the minority enrollment
has declined slightly. Even so, Cleveland State still has the
largest minority student population (approximately 15%) of the
urban-commuter institutions.

The University of Toledo also stands out in the area-of
minority student recruitment, and the development of tutoring,
counseling, and remedial/developmental programs. Toledo has the
second largest minority student population, and also has some of
the strongest academic and community services, of all the urban-
commuter schools. The 'push for increased services and programs
geared to minority students seems to have been paralleled by `a
subsequent increase in the levels of minority student enrollment.

The two urban - residential institutions, the University of
Cincinnati and Ohio State University, provide significant examples
of schools which have met with considerable progress in tbilkr ef-
forts to increase minority student enrollment. Both of th se
institutions also reinforce the accuracy of our statistical model
in that they have strong ratings in each cluster of variables
(see statistical analysis, p.93) Over the period of 1973-1976 at U.C4
the freshmenNminority enrollment increased substantially (33%)
to 18.5%, the highest level of all the state universities.
During this period, the university's minority recruitment and
retention efforts were also somewhat strengthened. It is diffi-
cult to determine the actual cause of the rise in minority enrollment
at the University of Cincinnati, although there is evidence that
increased university commitment to minority recruiting and minority-
oriented programming has had some positive effect.

Due primarily to its size, Ohio State is not easily compared
to other state institutions. Although-Ohio State is located near
-the center of a large urban area, it can be considered "a city within
a city", and this poses some peculiar difficulties in the recruit-
ing and retention of minority students. The size of Ohio State,
becomes an intimidating factor, which compounds the difficulties
of many minority students' transition into the predominantly white
living situation. To compensate for this, the University provides
a large number of social and. cultural activities geared to the needs
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of minority students. The coordinating office for the minority
student recruitment and retention programs is the Office of

-Minority Affairs. -This office also provides a substantial amount
of tutoring, counseling, and other support services.. The office
also runs a community extension center, which promotes same
academic and social ties between minority 'students and the immed-
iate community.

Ohio State also incurred a substantial increase in minority
enrollment. Over the 1973 - 1976 period, he overall level of
undergraduate minority student enrollment 'rose from 5.44 to 7.1%.
During this time a number of special recruitment programs desig-
nated primarily for minorities were instituted (or more fully
developed). Although there are still problems with funding and
retent Ohio State has made progress in raising the level of
minori student enrollmeneat the University.

The rural-residential universities represent a category
which is significantly different ;from the first two. These insti-
tutions are located in small communities which are fairly distant
from large urban centers. Thus, the student - residents' are highly
dependen n the university for their social activities and cultur-
al expo .. In regards to minority students,.this distinction
becomes .y significant in several ways. First of all, it is
more difficult to recruit minority students who are generally
located further away from these universities. Also, the rural-
residential environment poses a greater transition for many min-
ority students accustomed to inner-city areas. Therefore, it
is generally more difficult for these universities to attract
minority students. Also, due to the rural- residential location,
these universities have a greater responsibility to provide, social
and cultural activities meeting the needs and interests of their
minority student populations.

Three of the four rural-residential universities, Kent Staid.-
University, Ohio University, and Bowling Green State University,
have had substantial increases in their minority student population
which paralleled intensified minority recruitment and retentiOns
efforts. Of these three, Ohio University has the highest level of
minority enrollment.' Ohio Univerlity has had significant finan-
cial and enrollment problems over the past few years which has
stunted the university's progress. Nevertheless, through a number
of strong programs and services designed for minority student, the
school has sustained a fairly high level of minority ehrollment.
Kent State University has also shown a progressiVe increase' in the
size of its minority undergraduate population. Although the
largest step in this university's minority recruitment and retention
efforts was in the late sixties and early seventies, Kent State
experienced a 1 to X96 rise in the level of minority student
enrollment over the period 1973-1976.. The academic and social
support services for minority students has enabled the school to
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maintain, and slightly increase, the size of its .minority en-
rollment. Bowling Green State University incurred a drop in
its minority freshmen enrollment of 17% frOm .1975-76 to.1976-77.
Even.so, there was a substantial effort to gecruit minorities
in the late sixties and early seventies. At this tube the minor-
ity student population doubled-going from approximately 2%. to
about 4% over a several year-period. It appears that the minority
student enrollment at this university may be declining, although.
there is no evidencil of a decrease in minority-oriented programs
and services. Statistics for 1973 and 1974 were not available so
that the situation at Bowling-Green is unclear. Bowling Green
also hat a substantial number of Mexican-American students en-
rolled. at the University. This university has made considerable
eprogress-in enrolling and providing support services for Mexican-
American .studenti.

4 * .

ILICle

- The fou rural-residential institution, Miami University,
has shown no gnit' ant change over the four year period 1973-1976.
This vniversi s t4o lowest minority student population, about

%-, of any university 'in the state. Parallel to this low level of
minority enrollment is a fairly weak university commitment to
extensive minority recruitment and retention efforts. Programs
and services 'geared to the needs of minority students are minimal
in comparison to other universities in this category.

As 'our statistical analysis suggested, the rural-residential
institutions could compensate for the effect their distance from--..

_ a large minority population and relatively higher cost have on their
IthinoritY student enrollment, by increasing the level of Services
and-programs, both academic and. social, which. are gearekto,the
interests of minority students. Theie findings seem to be sig-
nificantly reinforced. by both-the actual transitions of the rural-
residential institutions, and :the responses and insights we
received from persons we interviewed.

It should also be noted here that, although they are often
separated, recruitment and retention of:minority students are very
closely related. Admissions and other-related personnel repeatedly
stressed the fact that retention of minority students makes it much
easier to recruit more minority students., The presence of a large
minority student population, which is Fairly satisfied with the
university, will tend to attract other minority students in the
future. In general, faculty, staff, and throughout
the state have increasingly focused on problems in the retention
of minority students. Since the attrition rate for these students
is generally 40-50% higbir .(fbran entering freshmen class over a.
four year period) than that of white students,. retention has become
a significant, matter which must be dealt with.

With the foreseen decline in overall student enrollment
expected by 1980,. many universities have begun budget freezei,

1
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budget cutbacks and eliminating vacated positions. In light
of these and oiiiiirtrecent developments, we think it is very im-
portant to stress he need for continted university commitment
to responsible programs, services, and organizations for minbrity
students.

I

Act

I
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